Chapter IV

Japanese Culture and Digital Culture

1. Introduction
In this chapter, I will discuss the ways in which traditional ideas and ways of seeing can
be found embedded in contemporary Japanese digital art and entertainment. Among the major
themes that I will be dealing with are (i) the concept of art, (ii) the concept of originality,
(iii) Japanese perception of image and space, and (iv) the notion of life.
By analyzing the themes mentioned above from both a historical perspective and in relation
to contemporary works on the fields of art and entertainment, certain specific features of the
Japanese digital culture, little understood until now, will be highlighted and explained.
Especially analysis on Japanese vision/representation tradition is done in detail, as I believe it
will bring a key to understand the above themes.
This chapter has three major aims:
- Proposing models and concepts for explaining Japanese digital culture in relation to the
traditions embedded in our ways of seeing the world. In a way, my aim is to make these ways of
seeing, which often go unnoticed in our daily lives, visible, to explain their cultural significance
and to trace their relationship to contemporary media creations.
To question widely shared notions associated with the rapid growth and the assumed
global nature of cyberspace, by demonstrating that cultural differences are still involved behind
the everyday issues that many people take for granted.
To offer ways to a better understanding and more effective adaptation of technology in
the fields of media art and entertainment. I will claim that integrating more ample cultural
perspectives into the works applying digital technology will enrich them and hopefully give rise
to more meaningful ways of interaction between humans and technology.

There has been quite a lot of discussion about the cultural ·elements underlying such
genres as games or animation. However, there is an urgent need for a more integrated approach,
which will also take into account the
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textual~~

relationships between the different genres.

My analysis is meant to contribute to a rising awareness about the interplay between similarity
and difference in cultural contexts, particularly in relation with digital media. Establishing a
truly global community will not be possible without becoming aware of the cultural constraints
that surround our lives and actions (often unnoticed). It is equally important to understand the
ways in which these constraints are reflected in the so-called digital content. This issue is
becoming more and more important with the constant spreading of the Internet.
Finally, any piece of media technology becomes effective only when it is received by users.
Since the ways a person receives a piece of information are bound and conditioned by his/her
cultural background, analyzing the ways a user sees the world is an important precondition for
designing more effective modes of interaction.
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2.

Historical Aspects

2.1 "Reality" Changes
When Japanese officials made their first tour to Europe prior to the opening of its border,
they were surprised by the realism of European paintings. They had never thought that paintings
could be so real.(l) The Japanese idea about painting had developed in a different direction than
the western one.
"Discoveries" of new ways of vision have taken place both in the East and the West at the
moments when different cultures have come together. For example, in the 18th and 19th centuries,
the Europeans were fascinated by the "ombres Chinoises" (shadow theatre) brought from Asia.
(Fig.1)

The idea of using shadows for storytelling did not take place in Europe before it was

imported from Asia, even though shadows as a physical phenomenon had always existed, and had
already been realized in the form of images in ancient Rome. It has been claimed that Europeans
did not think of using shadows for entertainment or art, because shadows had been regarded as
something negative and even evil in the Western tradition.(2) Also silhouettes achieved great
popularity in Europe in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The exact beginnings of the silhouette
are not known, but it is believed to have be inspired by the ombres chinoises and Chinese paper
cutting. (3) Nowadays , silhouettes have become an established part of traditional European
culture. It would be difficult for Europeans today to imagine that their ancestors could not even
think about using shadows to represent figures.

Fig. 1 Ombres Chinoises (shadow theatre)
in a Victorian household,
from London Illustrated, late 19th century

Fig.2 Japanese perspective drawing anonym.

On the other hand, the Japanese were enchanted by perspective drawings, when they were
first brought from Europe in the 18th century by the Dutch. (Fig.2) (4) Shading was also a novelty
in painting at that time, and was often used to achieve what was considered to be

an "exotic"

effect.(S) From our way of seeing the world today it is difficult for us to imagine that our
ancestors did not even think about drawing realistic images with correct perspective and
shadings.(6)
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These examples show that the way we see the world changes, because it is bound to the
knowledge we have, as well as to our historical background. Yet the essence of the traditional
system of perception may remain active long after it has become practically invisible, if it is
closely related to the basic elements of the culture. In other words, such a system of vision, when
embedded in culture, may attain a different outer appearance, yet continue working according to
the same principle as before.
The issue of Japanese vision will be discussed later in this chapter in more detail.

2.2 Concept of Originality in Japan
The merging of computers and telecommunications has opened up new possibilities for artmaking. This has not only provided new ways for the artists to present the products of their
imagination by means of still and moving images; it has also made it possible to share imagination
among artists and lovers of art. Digital data can be copied and transmitted without loss of quality.
The ideals of Dadaism, Surrealism and FLUXES have finally found an appropriate technical
infrastructure.(7)
This possibility is important enough to change the traditional concept of making and
appreciating art.(8) Copyright is an example of a traditional issue facing requirements for a
radical transformation in the network environment. Similarly, after the advent of digital
technology the concept of originality has been undergoing a process of transition. This is related
to the art historical account, which was presented in Chapter I.
However, these concepts, which have been regarded as the universal agreement among
civilized societies, were developed from the point of view of the Western way of seeing the world.

The Japanese idea of originality has often been put on trial by the Western culture,
especially in relation to the copyright problems raised by the massive production of illegal copies
of texts, illustrated materials, video packages and "brand" products. This is truly a problem.
However, to understand why such illegal copying business is commonplace in Asia and widely
accepted by consumers without a feeling of guilt, we should think about the psychological factors
behind the . phenomenon, presumably related to the cultural background. When investigating this
issue from a historical perspective, it can be understood that Japanese might have a different
tradition, a different way of thinking about originality or copyright, one that differs from the
internationally accepted idea. (On originality and art, see Chapter II.7 .)
1

Man-yo-shu, the oldest official Japanese book of songs edited by the Emperor S Court,
appeared in the ninth Century. It includes many poems from anonymous ordinary people, created
all over Japan, even in the countryside far from the capital, during that century. The book
includes love songs from different provinces, poems created by soldiers missing their families,
etc. This "democratic" attitude results from an approach toward making and appreciating art,
which is totally different from the Western idea of fine art. This issue is related to the discussion
in Chapter I , and will be analyzed further in a later part of this chapter. (9)
This book of songs already demonstrates that in our traditional poetry, citing from other
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people's poems is considered a virtue, not a robbery. Citing other people's lines and referring to
them, or effective use of proper nouns, are a common practice in the occidental literature as well.
But the Chinese and the Japanese developed such practice into a system.(lO) There were even
series of official books (serving as dictionaries of literature) that were published both in the
medieval China and in Japan for such a purpose. Such a system is based on respect and honor. That
is, for a poet, having his/her work cited is an honor. It could be considered as a proof that his/her
poem was good enough to be cited, and popular among other poets. On the other hand, citing
someone's phrase serves as a proof of his/her knowledge and intelligence. Besides, it adds
richness to the content of his/her poem, which means a lot in the case of such short poetry as
Waka. Of course, the audience/the readers were supposed to share the same knowledge to be able to
fully understand the rhetoric. Copyright problem do not arise, because anyone who fails to
recognize others' phrases cannot be taken seriously as a poet. In short, a system of honor
functioned well, instead of a copyright system, in a society where literature was not a business.
This might be associated with the way the Net developed when it was still a smaller community,
based on freeware and shareware, along with other forms of generous exchange of information.
From a different perspective, it can be regarded that creating Japanese poetry has involved
creating a form of database, which can be still observed in the making of Haiku. It might be also
part of the Japanese culture to "borrow" ideas (as borrowing a landscape in designing a garden)
from others, in order to create a richer poem or a more impressive garden. (11)
It is not a mere coincidence that young Japanese artists now feel so much at ease breaking

western rules (or myths) of originality by means of digital technology. For them the Net is a tool
for integrating different imaginations, or even different egos. Open your mind and enjoy art with
other people, they insist. Presenting the products of one's imagination is one way of making art;
exchanging imaginations and collaborating with others is another. Here the idea of making art
exists within the idea of communication. Merely finishing an artwork is not the main goal.
This practice is related to the long history of Japanese culture from the collective "linked
poems" created together by several poets already hundreds of years ago to the collaborative wall
paintings in todays's elementary schools, familiar all over our country. As the digital technology
has matured and become commonplace, the artists have began to introduce Japanese traditions into
new forms of art-making.

2.3

Signed by Artist - Notion of Originality /Identity
"Signed by artist" is a common phrase used in the art market. It means that the piece is

original, and authorized by the author. Such authorization has been considered an essential part of
artmaking. However, with digital technology and the Internet changing the way and the meanings of
art making as well as the role of artists, such an idea of authorization is going to change. Here I
will briefly analyze a few art projects from this perspective. These art projects were discussed in
more detail in the previous chapter and will be raised later in this chapter.
RENGA ("linked image"), an art project realized by artists Toshihiro Anzai and Rieko
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Nakamura since 1992, is directly related to the kind of traditions I have described.

By taking the

idea from the Japanese traditional culture, but using a digital medium, the project shows a way of
enhancing our creativity. RENGA and Tactile RENGA have been discussed in earlier chapters. Here
I briefly overview the project in relation to the topic of this chapter.
The idea of REN GA sounds simple, but in fact it fully utilizes the features of digital
technology. In real life one would hesitate to "modify" someone else's original painting. But here,
on the Net, there is no original or copy. One finds out that modifying the image created by someone
else (or, more typically, as a result of a preceding collaborative process) does not mean deleting or
neglecting a part of it; the act of modification requires an understanding of the nature of the
image; much imagination is also needed to open a new landscape within the existing image. (12)
A RENGA session took place in the late spring 1996 in Beijing in collaboration with an old
Chinese calligraphy artist. The most significant thing was that after the first exchange of images
the old artist gave up signing the image he had painted - signature is usually considered an
important part of calligraphy. He understood that his imagination had become a part of the
collective image. It was a new experience for him, and he enjoyed it.
Technically speaking RENGA is a simple system. However, the simplicity also helps its
function. The visual goal of RENGA is to produce a series of images as a result of collaboration, but
what the users learn through the process is even more important. By confronting one's own and
someone else's imagination in such a visible manner, the participant may begin thinking about the
nature of one's own imagination and the role communication plays in its functioning.

"Mega Diary", produced by the artist Kazuhiko Hachiya, started on a communication
network sponsored by NTT, in the " room" next to that of RENGA. (13) As I have described in
Chapter II.11, one hundred participants "opened" their diaries on the network for a hundred days,
to virtually share their lives with others.(14)
Participants (mostly students) came to know each others' lives in detail during three
months. Sharing a diary among close friends is a common practice among Japanese school kids this may sound odd from the point of view of the Western idea of the diary as something very
personal, private. Hachiya extended such a practice over the network, among people who don' t
know each other in the real world. The idea was to mix one's daily life with others' lives and to
remove psychologically the boundary between one another. After a hundred days the participants
came to feel like a big family. A truly virtual community or family was formed on the Net by
sharing (at least to a certain extent) one's privacy with that of the others, as a real family would
do. This project, which helped Hachiya to conceive his PostPet, will be analyzed later together with
his other projects.

Questions can be raised. One may ask, whether such collaborative approaches are directly
related to the collective tendencies which are considered typical of the Japanese society and also
problematic. In fact, collaborative approaches in creative processes and education seem to be more
common in Japan. Activities such as collaborative wall paintings as part of art classes, or the
exchanging of diaries among friends, which is common among kids at elementary schools or high
schools in Japan, seem generally rare in the West. In Japan they seem to arise from a common
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shared cultural background. However, young artists use the traditional concepts with playfulness,
aiming to break the boundaries between people and to establish better modes of communication.
Every country has its traditions. In the era of global telecommunications we should look for
positive ways to respect and enjoy different cultural backgrounds.

3. Japanese Culture and Interactive Art

3.1 Being Japanese and Being Universal
On the field of contemporary media art, interactive art has been considered a particularly
international phenomenon. The artists engaged in creating experiences involving audiences in
simultaneously emotional, intellectual and physical interactions or

n

dialogues" with their

artworks often seem real cosmopolitans. They spend their time traveling and working in labs in
Japan, Europe or the USA. They often show their works at exhibitions and conferences in almost
any part of the world. Information about their achievements is spread by international word-ofmouth or via the Internet. Successful interactive artists have become well known figures, at least
in media and techo cultural circles. The established art world still seems to have some
reservations towards them, but that is. likely to change gradually.
In recent years Japan has produced an impressive number of contributions to
this expanding field. Japanese artists have not only shown their works in their homeland; they
have been active wherever something seems to be happening. Consulting the most recent catalogs of
Siggraph or Ars Electronica is enough to provide ample evidence. Japanese media artists have
tackled with many of the same issues as their occidental colleagues. Often, however, people seem to
observe a certain "surplus" in their works, something which gives them a very distinctive mark.
Whether we label

it

11

Japanness" or something else, trying to define its character remains an

exciting and -- someone might say --- next to impossible task. What is "Japanness" anyway? How
do we distinguish it from features we might label as

11

internationar'? The following notes about the

works of some prominent contemporary Japanese media artists should be taken as a first step
towards answering these questions.

3.2 Universal Nature with a Japanese Outlook
Masaki Fujihata has no doubt been one of the most versatile Japanese media artists in
recent years. He first became internationally known with his computer graphics in the early 80s.
Digital art was still in its infancy at that time, and computer graphics was practically the most
experimental medium for representing an imaginative world by an artist. In his animation works
and still images Fujihata depicted subjects such as mandalas or Japanese soup bowls and
chopsticks twisted in 3D spaces. (15) The images unmistakably referred to Asian traditions, but
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what Fujihata represented was not necessarily meant to be culturally specific. Rather, such
culturally charged objects provided him with a playful and free-floating means to explore and
extend the dimensions of the then brand new digital realms. Such feature can be observed with his
Light on the Net project which I discussed in Chapter Ill
Today Fujihata is mostly known for the highly conceptual interactive networked
installations he has created at the ZKM in Karlsruhe, Germany and in Japan. (16)In the Mt. Fuji
Project (1993) Fujihata took as his starting point a highly charged cultural icon, the Japanese
sacred mountain. However, instead of elaborating on its national connotations Fujihata took a
surprising approach: he wanted to "draw" a digital map of the mountain by climbing it
successively from ·different sides and recording the trails by means of GPS equipment carried by
the climbers.(Fig.3)

This "performance" resulted in a kind of subjective mapping of the mountain,

which was in the actual installation made available for the users to explore interactively. By doing
so Fujihata distanced his project from the national meanings associated with Mt. Fuji and used the
mountain as a kind of medium to a subjective measuring of space. Simultaneously he experimented
with state-of-the-art technology to explore the ways in which it changes the temporal-spatial
continuum. The emphasis was both personal and global.

(17)

Fig. 3 From Mt Fuji Project by Masaki Fujihata
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Fig. 4-5 Virtual spider by Seiko Mikami and its virtual DNA
visitors to the web are asked to manipulate DNA.
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Fig.6 Images Play Sound, Sound
Plays Images, by Toshio Iwai

In later pieces, like the different versions of the Global Interior Project, the
visitors/participants become the interface to communicate with a virtual realm. The relationship
between the real and the virtual, and the role of our mind as an active interpreter of that relation,
are central issues in these works. Visitors travel in the virtual worlds and meet others as avatars.
Fujihata has also looked for suitable metaphors for global communication, such as small
(physical!) doors opening and closing in relation with network activity. These might evoke those
coin locker doors one often encounters in Japan (in stations or public baths, for example), yet here
again Fujihata's goals are mainly internationally oriented. Fujihata aims at abstracting the real
world and projecting these abstractions to virtual worlds. When a door opens, the visitor sees a
Lego model of the virtual world currently being visited. The online activity is visualized in
conceptual and rather complex ways which are not always easy to understand at first, but
gradually lead to a deepening understanding of the issues at stake.
Seiko Mikami, based in New York, is another artist who has developed an original approach
which distances itself from the Japanese cultural heritage. Her works deal with issues of genetics
and the body. She has shown interest in the physiological processes taking place inside biological
bodies. By amplifying and modifying these digitally she has created impressive and evocative
environments. In her Molecular Clinic Mikami created a system to manipulate the genetic code of a
virtual spider on the Web, while in the installation

World~

Membrane and the Dismembered Body a

visitor was invited to enter a darkened, · absolutely sound proof space and listen to the amplified
soundscape of one's own body.

3.3

(18) (Fig. 4,5)

Japanese Elements in Universal Appearance

3.3.1 Between Art and Entertainment: Toshio Iwai's works
On the other hand, Toshio Iwai has also been very active internationally -- he won the
prestigious Golden Nica award at Ars Electronica in Linz, Austria in 1997 together with the
composer

Ryui~hi

Sakamoto -- and yet his approach and attitude towards art (and media, as well as

entertainment) retains many traces of the Japanese culture. This, in fact, is clearly one of the
reasons why his works have been considered so new and refreshing outside Japan. (19) (Fig.6)
It may not be internationally known that Iwai brought a major change to Japanese

children's TV programming in the early 90s. By that time he was already known for his creative
way of mixing digital technology with much older moving image technologies (such as zoetropes
and flip-books) in his installation works. Time Stratum II, for example, consists of kind of large
scale three-dimensional zoetropes. To produce a sophisticated-looking animation effect Iwai
cleverly used the flickering of a normal monitor instead of more specialized strobo lights. When
asked to direct a TV program in which children and virtual characters would interact in real-time,
he not only created and designed the characters but also developed an ingenious low-cost system
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to manipulate them in real-time. He did this by connecting personal computers and modified
Nintendo game controllers to the high-end production system of the TV studio. Since then applying
such low-cost systems to TV production has become popular in Japan. Recently Toshio Iwai
published "Bikkuri Mouse", a software for collaborative painting for Sony's Play station 2,

in

collaboration with the illustrators duo U ruma Derubi. While the commercial package is highly
educational, publishing a piece of "application

soft~are"

for a game platform would be considered

as an almost impossible move from the Western point of view for, for a highly regarded artist like
Iwai .

The continuities between art and entertainment, artwork and commercial work, high-tech
and low-tech, specialized tools and everyday equipment are important features of Iwai's work. Iwai
respects old and intuitive devices, but applies state-of-the-art technology to bring their
underlying ideas into innovative and surprising new contexts. A case in point, the inspiration for
his highly acclaimed interactive installation Piano as Image Media and the subsequent
performance series in which it was used as a multimedia instrument on stage, Music plays Images,
Images Play Music (the winner of the Golden Nica), came originally from a simple old children's
music box. Iwai has also been inspired by video games - he even designed an "art-game" cartridge
for the Nintendo Famicom console (it was never released by Nintendo, obviously as too
experimental; later part of it has been made available as SimTunes). The sense of playfulness so
evident in all his works is closely related to the nature of interactivity. Yet it is also something
very typically Japanese; in Japanese creativity no combinations seem impossible. In design as well
as industrial production, the spirit of playfulness prevails.

The absence of border between art, entertainment and applications-- so evident in Iwai's
work -- is also closely connected to Japanese history of art. While a distinction between fine art
and applied art was historically established in the West, it never really came to make sense in
Japan. It is a known fact, for example, that the best paintings were often realized on screens and
other pieces of furniture; designing ceramics was considered one of the most elaborate practices of
art. An interesting outcome of such a way of thinking is the work of Kazuhiko Hachiya that I will
analyze in the next section. Another interesting example can be seen with Meiwa Electric Company
(Meiwa Denki), a duo by two brothers with other members joining for their performances. They
develop a full lineup of strange low-tech to high-tech electric/electronic instruments that often
corporate robotic nature, and perform on commercial basis as "entertainers". The commercial look
(and nature, as they in fact belong to a commercial entertainment company)

of their performances

is one of the essential concepts of them as contemporary artists.

3.3.2 From Art to a Commercial Product
I have already discussed about Hachiya's Mega Diary and InterDiscommunication Machine
from the point of view of identity on the Net in Chapter II, 11. InterDiscommunication Machine,
which has been widely exhibited both in Japan and abroad, including Ars Electronica 95.(20)
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(Fig.7) To experience this work, two participants are wearing customary HMD -like helmets.

A

CCD video camera and a microphone have been installed on each helmet, so that each participant
can only see the screen in front of his eyes and hear the sound emitted from the headset . However,
what he/she sees and hears are the images and sounds sent from the camera and the microphone
attached on the other person's HMD. The two participants literally exchange their sight and sound,
seeing the world from the other person's point of view. The participants have to communicate and
collaborate in order to find one's own location in the real world . Giving rise to a system for
communication via an "inter-discommunication" system is the aim of this work .
Behind Hachiya's approach toward communication is the notion of identity or self in the
Japanese cultural tradition. The sense of individuality has never been as strong as in the West.
The Japanese tend to see the world both through their own and the others' eyes . In Hachiya's
earlier network project Mega Diary, 100 participants on the net exchanged their diaries for 100
days to virtually share their lives without ever meeting in the real space. In his interactive
installation Seeing is Believing, which is based on Mega Diary, visitors can read others' diaries
through an optical coding/decoding system developed by the artist.

Fig. 7 InterDiscommunication Machine

Fig.10 The room of Momo

Fig.8 PostPet characters

Fig. 11 PostPet Park

Fig.9 Momo

Fig.12 KAGE by Moto Chikamori

In Japan, however, Hachiya is best known for both to the public and the industry as the
inventor of PostPet, a best selling e-mail software. PostPet is a playful a-life based email software
which enables a digital pet to live on the user's desktop and to

deliver email to his/her friends.

The pet has its own life, moods and temperament. After delivering the message it sometimes
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decides not come back immediately, which means that the user cannot send another email until its
return; it may even start sending email by itself. PostPet is different from the concept of an agent
or an avatar. The fun is in giving up one's position as the master of the pet and allowing it to have
its own life and character. (Fig. 8-11)
One can relate PostPet to other Japanese alife entertainment products, such as
Tamagotchi and Pokemon, which also reflect the traditional Japanese attitude towards the
relationship between human beings and animals or other lifeforms. (21) By combining such a
tradition with his continuous experiments to create a new kind of arena for communication
through digital technology, Hachiya has come to realize an extremely successful commercial
product based on his artistic concept. The notion of life in relation to Japanese taditional culture
will be discussed toward the end of this chapter.

3.3.3 Visual Tradition
A much younger Japanese media artist Moto Chikamori has

consciously taken Japanese

tradition as his starting point and incorporated it into his works. He named his recent installation
KAGE because its very concept lies in the double meaning of the word - in the Japanese language
'kage'

means both 'shadow' and 'image'. (Fig. 12) By thinking about the relationship between an

object and its image in the Japanese tradition, the artist succeeded in developing a really
beautiful interactive installation in which shadows of simple objects change their shapes or move
according to the visitor's interaction. How the Japanese had dealt with the notion of image and
shadow

in relation to the spatial representation in Japan will be discussed later in more detail.

3.4 Summary
The recent international success stories of Japanese electronic games, manga comics and
anime films have raised both expectations and an increasing awareness of the role the Japanese
culture may play on the fields of contemporary visual arts and entertainment.
In contemporary art too,

Japanese artists have been attracting an international attention

with the way they deal with the contemporary media culture, often in visually striking manners.
Artists like Takashi Murakami, Kenji Yanobe and Mariko Mori have already translated the
influence of the Japanese popular culture into contemporary art.
While the themes of the artworks by the media artists discussed in this article are
essentially universal -- and that is one of the reasons why their works are highly appreciated
internationally -- the approaches that these artists have taken often show certain unique features
that their Western colleagues would not have thought about.

Also, their approaches and the

manner of representing their ideas go beyond the Western notion of art. Fusion of art,
entertainment and commercial application takes place. Through the above analysis, following
features can be observed in their approaches. There features correlate and overlap each other.
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i.

Being playful
Visitors/viewers can just enjoy them.

These works do not have a serious look, yet there

are themes and original aesthetics in it. This feature can be found also with contemporary artists I
listed above.

It

is related to the

absence of border between fine art and applied art, or

entertainment. (22) Such playfulness in Japanese art can be also associated to Japanese literature,
as I discussed earlier.(23)
ii.

Playful use of media technology
Flexible and unlimited use of technology can be observed. Cutting edge technology is

mixed with everyday

technology or interface that people are familiar with.

their works are not "scary" for visitors.

It is one reason why

Often what we usually regard (or what looked like at the

first glance) "high-tech" are revealed to be low-tech, and what look like low-tech are supported by
high-tech. (24)
iii.

Art and entertainment are continuous
Art and entertainment coexist. Artists often take conscious approach to remove the

boundary from the traditional Western
iv.

idea of "what is art".

(25)

Art and application are continuous
Artists

produce creative

"tools~'

as a part of their artistic activities. However, these are

not necessarily meant for practical, useful purposes. (26)
v.

Highly interactive
Tool-like systems and game-like works to be published or offered to invite users to use

them, instead of presenting artworks in a completed form.(27)
vi.

Flexible ideas on identity and originality
Rather than insisting one's identity or originality, both artists and users enjoy playing

with their identity and originality .(28)
vii.

Collaboration and communication
Projects based on collaboration/interaction among viewers/participants, in which the

artwork serves as a system for communication(29)
viii.

Flexible ideas on life
Virtual pets and characters are treated as if they have their own wills. Their behaviors and

moods are respected on the equally basis as human users. (30)
ix.

Body and mind are continuous
Body and mind have not been considered as two opposite entities, contrary to the modern

Western philosophical approach that is still strong in the art tradition. In other words, body is
not regarded or treated as flesh or a physical entity outside the mind.(31)
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x.

Flexible idea on visual reality
Realism is not necessarily required to promote the sense of reality. Artists have flexible

choices from simplistic line-drawn characters to 3D characters with exaggerated bodies and faces
and yet promote the sense of reality among users.(32)

xi.

Simple and yet subtle imagery
In traditional Japanese aesthetics simplicity and space play important roles. Also, the

strength in Japanese graphic design can be at least partly traced back to some elements in its
history including

th~

absence of border between fine art and applied art, as mentioned earlier.

Such tradition is reflected in contemporary media art. (33)
From the above list we can

make the following remarks.

The way Japanese media artists use digital technology in their art making reflects the
major role of the technology in Japanese culture both historically and contemporary. New
technology has been, and is used, in discovering new form of entertainment and to promote
communication through it. Art, entertainment and everyday life are

continuous both in terms of

concept and visual design. Notion of life and body is different from that of the West, reflecting
Japanese tradition in which theologically critical borders did not exist between body and mind,
human and animals (or other entities), or even between the real and the image. (34) In a sense,
Japanese media culture has a strong Post Modern n:ature in it, reflecting its history in which the
Japanese has introduced different cultural elements from various countries, always mixing them
and reinventing them within the traditional framework.
The works

of Japanese artists I have discussed have something unique that can be regarded

as the mixture of their own ideas and concepts as artists with the contemporary notion of art, and
the conscious or unconscious

reflectio~

of Japanese tradition which makes their works more

interesting. Their ways of using embedded cultural traditions and references can certainly enrich
both media l:lrt and the more general field of contemporary culture. As digital media become
everyday tools for artmaking, particularly artists belonging to the younger generations seem to be
able to adopt a more relaxed attitude towards locating and using features of Japanese cultural
traditions. For them the process of mixing old and new into ever new combinations seems to be a
rich source of creativity.

4. Creating Cultural Correctness in Cyberspace

4.1. Reality for Cyberspace
Only a few years ago, the lack of reality was a feature of virtual reality. Some people even
liked it, thinking it was

~~ cool

11
•

Others hated it and thought we needed more realistic 3D real-time

graphics to be able to immerse ourselves into cyberspace. Nowadays we can enjoy fairly realistic
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images thanks to the technical development. So, what is the state of our virtual worlds now? Are we
all immersed in technology?
The history of science tells us that it is only when a technology reaches a certain level that
the subsequent problems or viewpoints will show up. Until then, they had been invisible behind
all the technical obstacles. In realizing virtual reality, many had thought it was because of the
insufficient technical development that the cyberspace looked odd. Now the time has come to
examine what are the real key issues in creating a virtual environment, and the influences it gives
back to us.
The goals of the current digital image creation technology are based on the long history of
art and science in the West; their main effort has been the accurate representation of the world.
Hollywood has enhanced the efforts towards photorealistic representation of the world so that
digital images could be integrated into live action scenes. However, this is not the only possibility
to create a virtual world. There are other societies and cultures, within which people see and
represent the world differently. In such cultures the whole system of vision and cognition may be
built according to another kind of a logic. We don't necessarily have to create a precise copy of our
real world onto our cyberspace.
In this chapter I will deal, instead of art, mainly with digital entertainment, because it is
the field where cultural influences can be observed particularly clearly. I will discuss a few
examples from Japanese network projects to illustrate how cultural traditions can be rediscovered
as a basis for creating a new cultural content on the Net community. The main issues here are
identity and the concepts of originality, "life", and time and space. All these are related to each
other in the context of the traditional Japanese culture.

4.2. Japanese Net Projects
We can· find a variety of characters and avatars in virtual cyberspace. They look different
not only because of the different purposes they serve in the virtual communities, but also because
of certain features or "tastes" that arise from the real communities. For example, Habitat, which
was a 2D based chat environment with visual avatars (it was one of the first cyberspaces of this
kind) produced by George Lucas became much more successful in Japan than in the USA. It was
observed that Japanese users accepted and enjoyed the not-so-realistic virtual town and
characters much more easily than the Americans. This is understandable when we think about the
way the Japanese appreciate comics and "anime".
Compared to the realistic avatars in European network communities like "The Second
World"

from CANAL+, France, the simplicity of such characters in Japanese cyberspace is an

advantage in terms of calculation speed and the volume of data. Tamagotchi can be run on a wristwatch size game machine because the figure is so simple. Yet Japanese kids (and even grown-ups)
find enough reality in these creatures. Once digital pets like Tamagotchi had been developed in
Japan and exported, it was found out that many American and European kids loved them as well.
However, it would have been difficult for western game makers to develop such game and bring it to
the market, because they are still bound to the western traditional idea of the reality.
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What creates in us a sense of reality, or a sense of immersion, differs depending on the
culture in question. It cannot be said that the pursuit of visual reality would right or wrong.
However, by examining different cultures, we might be able to discover much richer possibilities
in our cyberspace.

Hachiya's

Mega Diary and PostPet, which have been described earlier, are one

example of this, RENGA is another.
As the web technology becomes more sophisticated, the notion of identity in the digital
community becomes more complicated. There are avatars and agents. As far as they represent the
users or work for someone for some specific services, the traditional concept of identity (of a user
in this case) in the West remains untouched. But there can be different approaches emerging from
different cultural backgrounds. Here are some examples. (35)

S

NQN .. Perspective as Symbolic Form
.. Vision on Japanese Culture Reflected in Digital Media
The above title has been adapted from the well-known book by Erwin Panofsky, which is

titled "Perspektive als Symbolisch Form". While Panofsky analyzed European culture and
perception by examining the history of perspective, I will try to analyze Japanese culture and
percepti;On as they are reflected in our digital culture by analyzing our history of nonperspective. Non-perspective, literally,· in Japanese traditional visual culture, is a symbolic form
of our traditional way of seeing the world. Therefore my aim of this part of my dissertation is in
finding evidences to the nature of Japanese culture that many people have certain idea about, but
have difficulties in proving it or define its structure.
I began to think about this theme in the early 90s in an effort to understand the gap
between the world represented in 3D computer graphics and the way it is done in Japanese
traditional representation.

My background both in digital media and in Japanese painting has

become an important element in carrying the research.

5.1

Emerging Popularities of 3D Virtual Beauties
What is shown here are

3D digital illustrations of a woman drawn by a young Japanese

illustrator named Sonehachi. (Fig.13-14) The illustrations show a girl with a huge breast but with
an almost child-like face, with unusually big eyes and a small mouth. (36) She wears a minimum
dress to cover her body.

(37) It depicts the image of a typical girl figure in Japanese 2D comics

and "anime" titles. But here, she is

brought into 3D,

with

amazingly realistic details but without

overall reality. On her dress it says 'original'. The illustrator explains that what he meant is that
this is the archetype of a Japanese girl in our visual culture; i.e. a girl that Japanese men dream to
meet. That is what he means by the word origin". In fact, she is not really realistic, yet she has a
It

strange charm.
The first 'virtual idol' Kyoko Date was created in Japan in 1994 by Hori Production and
Visual Science Lab., using 3D computer graphics and started appearing on TV. Since then we have
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been seeing a series of such virtual characters on different media.

While this phenomenon took

place about the same time as the appearance of virtual characters such as Lara Croft in the USA
(which became internationally well known), there is something different in the way such virtual
idols were conceived in the society .
such 3D "beauties " as a new specie added to the rich

In Japan, young generation welcomed

traditional culture of appreciating Japanese 2D "anime" and comic characters. For a long time,
copying or drawing such "anime" or comic characters (often modifying them according to one's own
taste) has been a popular hobby among Japanese young generation.

It is known that not a small

percentage of computer users are anime or comic fans . (In fact, numerous illustration of that kind
can be found on the Net.) (38)

As the result, creating one's own 'virtual beauty' in 3D digital

image has become increasingly popular as a passion or pastime in Japan, as the technical
environment for 3D computer graphics has become much more accessible for anyone.

A low-cost

Japanese 3D modeling software ("Shade") is often called "hobby 3D software for creating girls" ,
and in fact is promoted for such purpose (Fig.15). One can see amazing numbers of such "3D
beauties" on the web .

Fig.13, 14

3D virtual character designed by Sonehachi, 1998

Fig. 15 advertisement of SHADE

In many cases these virtual characters are shown and appreciated as still images.(39)
that sense, it is also connected to so-called

"figure" culture.

In

Instead of modeling robots or

characters from comics or animation titles using pieces of plastic, some of them went digital.
Computers are still too slow to animate virtual girls as shown in Fig.13-14, but the technology is
getting closer.. There are already commercially produced "virtual talents " who have been exposed
to the media. We expect more virtual characters animated on the web, most of them created by
individuals. Once succeeding in creating a 3D "realistic" (I will discuss about the notion of
reality in the following part of the chapter) virtual girl, it is natural to expect her to be animated
as in the story of Pygmalion.
It is also connected to other elements in Japanese society . The idea behind such games
which are categorized as "growing simulation"
simulations)

at game shops (along with games such as fish tank

is related to the notion of life, which will be discussed later in this chapter.

Another issue is related to more sociological aspect. The popularity of
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games such as "Princess

Maker" --

with which a user can grow, train and educate a virtual girl on his desktop --

connected to the social code of gender in our society.( 40)
the gender issue in Japanese digital culture here.
which should be researched further.

is

However, I am not going to discuss about

It is an extremely important issue by itself,

For the moment I will focus on the way we see 3D space and

objects.

Another illustrator Seisaku Kano published a book where he shows in detail how one can
use a set of off-the-shelf 3D human body modeling data from US ("Poser") and change each
parameter by the degree as precise as 1%, to achieve an ideal body of a virtual woman to meet
Japanese taste. Known as the first popular comic illustrator in Japan who moved into the digital
world, Kano has been creating a series of sexy virtual beauties (often without any clothes) as ideal
"virtual pin-up girls" for Japanese men. (41) (Fig.16)
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parameters for a virtual pin-up girl, by Seisaku Kano

It is a big step. Until a few years ago, how to convert characters from 2D to 3D was

a big

problem. Japanese are so used to those 2D characters which are designed for 2D representation
that realistically rendered 3D computer graphics human characters as seen in other countries
were not widely accepted by the audience. Such realistic-as-possible characters that one could see
at SIGGRAPH, that computer graphics people appreciate, were considered too neutral and "cold" for
most Japanese audience. Designers were sweating how to realize "Japanese taste" in 3D.

Now there

is even a recipe for creating a virtual beauty using an inexpensive off-the-shelf software.
But why these virtual beauties who inherited
unrealistically exaggerated

impossibly distorted faces and

bodies can be taken as 'real' to Japanese audience, rather than

physically correct representations of bodies or faces?(Fig.17-18) Needless to say, these figures
are not meant for kids, who might not be aware of such distortion. Adults appreciate and also
produce these figures seriously. To answer this question, we need to analyze the traditional way of
describing the space and objects that the Japanese have had established in the history.
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Fig. 17 3D image by Yukie Matsuo, a
woman illustrator

5.2

Fig. 18

2D+3D image by Toshiki Yui

Traditional Visual Language in Japan
In this part of the dissertation ·I will analyze Japanese traditional visual language and

discuss what are the nature of the differences we find from that in the West

in terms of

perception and representation of time and space.
Historically Japanese art had developed under a major influence of Chinese art. While
Chinese art had been regarded as the model among Japanese intellectuals practically throughout
the history until 100 years ago or so,

more popular forms of visual contents such as scrolls and

ukiyo-e developed into particularly Japanese form of visual art:

Scrolls were used at rich

families, especially by women and children.

I will mainly use ukiyo-e as resource material for my analysis in this part of the
dissertation.

There are three major reasons for this, as follows.

i. comparative study is possible, with its quantity

Even specialists of ukiyo-e cannot guess how many prints were produced and consumed. There is
still an amazing amount of prints left and accessible to be studied.

ii.represents people's perception of the period

Compared to more authentic or authorized forms of paintings, ukiyo-e was meant for visual
entertainment to be enjoyed and consumed by normal people (had to be above certain level of life
to spend money on them, though). In other words , ukiyo-e artists and publishers had to produce
imagery that are welcomed by consumers. Therefore, we can say that ukiyo-e represents the way
people used to see the world.
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iii.representative visual media
Ukiyo-e was the major visual entertainment of the period, and also the cutting-edge technology in
the field. Therefore it makes sense to see how people used the technology to represent the world,
considering that we have our contemporary digital image culture as the counterpart.
ukiyo-e was the first commercially working

Actually

massive color print production system in the world

which was developed by the collaboration among a group of artists, researchers and engineers,
which also makes an interesting parallel to the digital image technology. (42)

5.2.1 Visual Language as a System
There should not be too big differences in the way human beings see the world. Our
biological status and functions more or less define the way we recognize the world. However,
differences exist according to the natural and cultural environment.

For example, different

"language" of perception is required for people who live in different environments such as a rain
forests or an open prairie, or a metropolis.

Some researchers even think that there is a possibility

that environment causes certain physiological changes in the development of visual/perceptual
organs at ·the early stage of growing.
Seeing and recognizing the outer world is one thing. Representation of the world is another.
We know from experience how people draw or paint the same landscape differently. Then the next
step is to see and recognize such represented world, and identify it with the real world. If the
system of perception

--

coding/decoding

process between the real and the representation

too different among the person who painted and those who see it,

is

identification does not take place

properly. According to Panofsky and others, the way we recognize and represent the world is a
system that is coherent to the whole way of seeing the world in the society. (43)

It is well known that Japanese ukiyo-e prints which were brought to Europe played a major
role in the raise of the Impressionism. According to Bernard Dorival, the influence included a
"pantheistic" point of view on the Nature.(44)

It means that there were essential differences in

Japanese way of seeing the world and that in the West.
What I would try here is to figure out what was the nature of the differences, and what lies
beneath visible elements, by going through the imagery from the 13th Century to the 19th Century
Japan. We already know differences as follows. Perspective in the Western sense was missing in
Japanese art. The absence of shadow and shading is also known. There have been a body of studies
on these elements in Japanese art, especially on the absence of perspective and shadow. (45) Based
j

I

on these researches, my aim is to find out the framework that supported those elements -- as a
system, in the sense Pan ofsky or Hall had meant.( 46)

There have not been much studies done from

that aspect. Adding my own observation to the existing works, I hope to bring up such system that
would be useful in understanding our digital culture today.

In doing so,

my advantage will be in

being able to use 3D computer graphics as a mental counter-model. J.Gibson's definition
elements in visual reality will be used as a basic concept.(47)
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My questions are as follows:

Why perspective, as well as shading and shadowing, happened

to be, or had to be, absent in Japanese art?

How the sense of reality could be achieved through

imagery, while missing almost all the elements that had been considered essential for realistic
representation in the Western art history? What was the advantage of such system?
Then, further question will be how such "systemu is reflected in the notion of reality in
the media culture today. (48) While the visual language transforms itself at the explicit level
according to the changes in the society including
might not change so quickly.(49)

that in technology,

the underlying framework

Apparently, the visual language that produces

images such as

Fig.l3, 14 or 17 has something different from the equivalent in the West. (50) Can it be the
continuation from the· old Japanese visual language?
In answering the above questions,
system is needed.

analysis on Japanese traditional vision/perception

In the following part of the dissertation I will

traditional artforms to examine the nature of

5.2.2

analyze ukiyo-e and other

the Japanese traditional visual language.

Perspective
I will start with a brief history of the introduction of perspective into Japanese culture

compiled from different sources. Then an analysis on the process will follow.

< Introduction >
Perspective, in a wider sense, means a method to be used in representing the
space in the real world in two dimensional form.
2D image is required in painting or drawing.
which has become the basis of the painting

dept~

of the

Certain method of translating a 3D space into a

In a more strict sense it means linear perspective,
and drawing today. In this dissertation the word means

linear perspective.
Perspective, originally spelled perspectiva in Latin meaning optics, was given the meaning
we know now in the Renaissance Firenze, by the Italian painter and engineer Brunelleschi. It is
possible that he used an optical equipment for such drawings.(51)

By the end of the 15th Century,

perspective paintings or drawings of buildings or cityscapes had become popular in Italy. About
50 years after Brunelleschi,

Leonardo DaVinci studied the nature of perspective (circa 1490-

1515) and established the basis of the use of perspective both in theory and in practice. The

development in optical technology, studies in geometry, artists' theoretical and practical works, as
well as the printing technology that enabled perspective drawings to be used for popular
entertainment known as peepshow or perspective box, made perspective the basis of painting in
Europe.

However, perspective was not just a way of drawing or painting. As will be discussed later
in comparison to Japanese paintings, it was a part of the system through which people saw and
understood the world.

E.Panofsky analyzed how the visual representation system was connected to

the culture and the society.(52)
Today, perspective is no longer considered as the major (or absolute)
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method in

representing the world. It is said that "perspective, which developed along with optical
technology, lost its dominance with the advent of the Impressionism ( ... )

with the multiple

viewpoints of Cezanne, in particular. The development of photography, which had resulted from the
same optical technology,

was behind the Impressionists' way of seeing." (53) However, according

to the above mentioned study in French art history, Japanese vision/representation system might
have also played a role in the loss of orthodox perspective in the Impressionists' paintings.

< Perspective in Japan -- history >
Japanese traditional way of representing a landscape was developed under the strong
influence from Chinese paintings, taking the same method in representing the depth by the height
on the two dimensional drawings.(54)

Linear perspective drawing did not appear in Asian

countries before the idea was brought from Europe. The brief history of the introduction of
perspective drawings in Japan follows, for reference.

It is likely that perspective paintings and prints were brought to Japan at first from China, where

optical entertainments such as perspective boxes or zograscopes brought from Europe had become extremely
popular. (55)

Probably because Chinese perspective painters could only paint interior scenes,

generation perspective artists did the same.

Okumura Masanobu

Japanese first

published his perspective print in Edo around

17 45 .(56) (Fig.19) These prints were called "uki-e" (floating images) and were used for visual popular
entertainments as peepshow boxes("nozoki-karakuri")

that attracted people's attention. (57)

Eventually certain

amount of perspective prints were brought by the Dutch, and became accessible for some Japanese who had
right connections. These prints that depicted landscapes

from Europe brought an impact on Japanese artists.

Maruyama Okyo, who would become a highly recognized painter,
produced images to be used for peepshow boxes around 1759.

Fig. 19 uki-e, Okumura Masanobu, 1745
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was seriously interested in optic devices and

Utagawa Toyoharu, who is considered the pioneer of
uki~e

nishiki~e

(colorful

with landscapes in the 1760s. Toyoharu actively promoted the new style in

became extremely popular.(58)

The scientist/artist Hiraga Gennai, who was a

to the Dutch in Nagasaki, was likely to have played the key role

ukiyo~e),
uki~e

started producing

in the 1770s which

friend of Toyoharu and was close

both in the development of the

color print

technology and the perspective painting. At that time there was no color printing technology in Europe used for
popular

entertainment.
On the other hand, a theoretical approach to the Western painting was done by the painter and a

feudal lord Satake Yoshiatsu (Shozan).

In 1778 he wrote that he had found the Japanese traditional painting

method totally inadequate to perform realistic paintings. (59) It was Hiraga Gennai who had not only taught
Satake the Western painting method but also educated Odano Naotake, a man of Satake, who later did all the
illustrations for the first translation of an European book of anatomy in Japan.
In 1783, Shiba Kokan mastered the Western painting method and published the first lithography in
Japan. He applied correct perspective for the landscapes he

printed.

He started using the word "shashin"

(meaning copying the real) for paintings/drawings using the Western perspective and shadings.

In 1830s, Katsushika Hokusai and Ando Hiroshige actively published prints depicting
Japanese landscape, applying perspective in their own manners. Perspective became a part of
ukiyo-e, not in the way it originally meant in the Western system of seeing the world, but in a
modified manner that the Japanese would understand and appreciate.
Texts from Kabuki and literature of the epoque tell us that uki-e was considered as a
totally new experience for the people, ~md had become popular in a short time. (60)

According to

Timon Screech "perspective drawings were applied to things which were NOT usual, or for scenes
which do NOT belong to the daily life, < ... > representing unrealistic paradise-like places . for
entertainment (such as exclusive houses in the licensed quarter)". (61) It is an interesting
observation, which makes sense when we think of the purpose of uki-e as a visual entertainment.
The above mentioned analysis by Screech

is a part of his broad and detailed, quite

exciting research on Edo visual culture based on numerous prints, books and other sources.

What

it means is that the perspective drawing -- which was developed in the West for realistic
representation of the landscape -- was used for realizing an unrealistic virtual experience as
realistic as possible, using an optic device such as a peepshow box or a zograscope. (62)
Perspective prints in the West (hand colored, since there was no .technology for printing in
color) were also used for similar purposes such as taking virtual trips to famous touristic places.
(63) Peepshows were extremely popular at rich households or on the streets. What could have been
1

the difference in the people S perception in the West and in Japan, in seeing peepshows?
Probably the nature of reality or the marvel they brought to the Japanese was different
from its equivalent in the West. First, even though the Japanese had not known about perspective,
when they saw a perspective painting they had the feeling that it looked like a real space with
depth. So it promoted a strong sense of reality on one hand. Secondly, on the other hand,
perspective looked still alien to them since it was totally different from what they had known.
Thus it enhanced the feeling that it was a new experience, not only in terms of what they see, but
also in terms of the way they see -- the nature of experience (i.e. the medium) itself. As the
result,

perspective prints inside the peepshow boxes could have promoted a mixed sense of real
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and unreal. In other words, the

-1

had never been to) was supported

... ·

...•_

_____

-~:

If

unreal

If

of the virtual experience (i.e. being inside the places one

by the urealu of the medium (i.e. perspective with the optic

apparatus, and the narration, in case of commercial entertainment). Also, as the perceptual
conflicts between the real and the unreal was totally new by itself, it could have caused a strange
visual excitement.
Doesn't it sound like what viewers might experience with virtual realities today?
Perspective in the 18th Century Japan was in fact a new medium for visual entertainment, to see
the world differently. Also, we can make an association to the "virtual beautiesu in Fig. 13,14 and
17. In both cases the real and the unreal coexist, to produce a new domain of virtual reality at the
boundary.

< "Floating gaze" and partial perspective >
While the pioneers such as Okumura Masanobu applied geometrically correct perspective,
others tried more flexible use of it

--

or just misused it.( 64)

By analyzing how such modification

or mistakes had been made, we can see how perspective, which did not belong to Japanese culture

I
.,:_·; ~.:
..

of the time, had met difficulties to be understood, and eventually went through a process of
"Japanization" under the cultural constraints.
· One direction it took was a modification of the very notion of perspective.
images with two vanishing points, which
called "partial perspective
which is against

If.

(65)

the basic idea

viewpoint traveled within
Why having such

Fig. 20-22 show

are often seen among ukiyo-e prints we know.

Today it is

The viewpoint of the painter changes from one place to another,
of perspective.

Fumikazu Kishi simulates in detail how the

each image for some of the examples. (66)
partial perspective was possible, and why it was widely accepted? Why

artists chose such application of perspective?

Paintings of scenes with more than two viewpoints for a single image are also seen on older
form of paintings such as scrolls. In case of scrolls, however, the notion of flviewpoint" itself was
absent. The viewer might "travel" with the character in the story as the story goes.(67) While in
China a scroll was to be looked at

spread on the floor, in Japan only a part of it (the space between

the arms of the viewer) was spread and viewed at one time. Therefore it is possible that such
nature of scrolls allowed continuous movements of viewpoints without causing confusions, and
such floating or drifting gaze had become a part of the visual language that continued after the
invention of

ukiyo-e.

Fig. 20 shows the exterior and interior of a big theatre. The roof of the theatre is removed

t

to show the interior according to the traditional manner, as can be seen on scrolls such as the Tale
of Genji. Since ukiyo-e prints were often used for souvenirs from Edo or other big cities, this could
be an ideal piece for such purpose, to show something amazing to the country people.
even a double chance for viewers to enjoy perspective.
uki-e prints. As in Fig.24, he could
surprise viewers.

Fig.22 offers

The artist Kitao Masayoshi published many

freely transform the real space to meet the demand and

Therefore, having two viewpoints in this image cannot be a mistake. Probably he

played with perspective on purpose, with an idea as follows: If here is a street where a perspective
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drawing can be effective, and then a river which is also suitable for a perspective drawing, what is
wrong in applying perspective for both? .
Actually the two pallarel views in this image lead us to an interesting observation on
Japanese art and literature. It has been pointed out that juxtaposition is one of the basic
methodologies in Japanese culture. For example, juxtaposition of two different images without
explicitly showing the relationship between them is a major technique in haiku. There were many
publications in Edo period as the listings of interesting places, food, events or anything new, with
a specific feature in common -- they are just listed one after another, without any logical order or
hierarchical structure. (68)

Listing things and events without hierarchical structures means that

an absolute point of view was not required in understanding the world.

Fig. 21 shows a different way of using perspective.

Spaces inside and outside the wall

have different vanishing points. The two spaces actually represent two different scenes from
Chushingura, the famous Kabuki title based on the true story. The outdoor scene is the here-andnow of the story, while the indoor scene, which is illustrated with an impressive depth, belongs to
a different space -- and probably a different time

a scene that these men are seeing with their

mind's eyes.

Fig.20 Theatre and its entrance, anonym

Fig. 21 Toyokuni, Chushingura

Fig. 22 uki-e, Nihonbashi Odawaracho, by Kitao Masayoshi, 1780s
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These examples show how perspective drawings went through modification in the process
ukiyo-e artists accepted it and found their own use of it as a new (and fashionable) method fo
drawing. They did not take perspective drawings as a new system to represent the world we see in
the realistic manner based on optical or geometrical correctness. Instead, by inventing partial
perspective,

Japanese artists found a new way of continuing the tradition with a brand new piece

of reality, what I might call a "partial reality".

Based on the above analysis and discussion, we can conclude as follows:
By applying multiple viewpoints, integrating different space and time within a single image
becomes possible. It· was the continuation of what had been done in scrolls.
Having more than two viewpoints means that the viewer's gaze will travel on the image. It means
that the image does not represent a moment, but it contains certain flow of time. In short, there is
more space for storytelling within an image with multiple viewpoints than that with a single
viewpoint.
Use of perspective drawing allows a "locally realistic" rendering to a globally impossible image
composition. Perspective was useful to give a sense of reality and to add depth, to make it clear
that the two spaces within an image do not belong to the same "here-and-now".
According to the well known phrase in computer graphics, "details count."

That is, a

fantasy without a realistic rendering on detail remains a mere unrealistic fantasy. It is the reality
in the detail that produces a sense of overall reality. As Screech pointed out, ukiyo-e was often
used as a tool of imagination. It is understandable, then, that the visual reality produced by
perspective drawings was found useful to promote a sense of reality to the fantasy -- to scenes that
the viewers had never visited and might never see.

<

Modified and exaggerated perspective >

The most influential ukiyo-e artists such as Hiroshige(1797 -1858) and Hokusai( 17 601849) did not apply obvious partial perspective, but developed their own way of using perspective.
By modifying perspective according to Japanese visual language, using their artistic talents, they
established their own styles in rendering the world.

(69)

There are several elements used in such modification. One is the distortion of topography.
Keeping the topological feature of the landscape (.for example, respecting the route for sight
seeing), the landform was modified to meet the size of the paper, or to give more interesting or
practical view for the users. The birds-eye view in Fig.23 shows how Hokusai distorted the whole
area between Edo and Kyoto in his touristic map.

He visualized the trip from Edo to Kyoto to meet

the experience of the travelers, while achieving an interesting vision for users and also shrinking
the map in an affordable scale. The exaggerated size of Mt. Fuji
Mt. Fuji project which I discussed earlier in this chapter.

reminds us of Masaki Fujihata's

The exaggeration comes from the

importance of the mountain. Here, perspective is applied effectively to give a sense of reality to
the subjectively distorted virtual topography. However, it is not based on a Cartesian model of the
real world, but rather on a topologically

reconfigured subjective model.
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Fig. 24 Nihon Ezu, Keisai(Kitao Masayoshi)

Fig. 23 Tokaido Meisho Ichiran, Hokusai

Fig. 25 Toranomon, anonym. late Edo. The detail (left) shows the same location as in Fig.26.

Fig. 26 Toranomon by Hokusai circa 1833

Fig.27 Surugacho, by Hiroshige 1856
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According to Mitsuru Sakamoto and Toshiro Toeda, " It can be regarded as a result of
studying the Western perspective drawing. Best examples of such application of perspective
drawings in Japanese manner can be seen earlier with Hokusai's Meisho Ichiran and other maps of
Japan. < .... >

The space is distorted on purpose, as if the viewers should realize that the earth is

spherical. Such distortion makes it possible for the artist to cover much wider area, which is
impossible with normal perspective drawings . Within a single image, the viewpoint freely changes
the height. In case of Hokusai,

or even more with Keisai (Kitao Masayoshi, 1776-1824), the

viewpoint is almost close to the satellite view, while partial

distortion of the space, including

stretching and shrinking, are applied freely. " (Fig. 24) (70)
In other words, perspective was used freely as a special effect, both
landscape into something that the users (ukiyo-e prints were meant to
seen, or to obtain the

to transform a real

be consumed) had never

best view(s) on a single sheet of paper, with almost a user-interface design

oriented approach. The latter can be typically seen in the maps illustrated by Hokusai, Keisai,
Sadahide and other ukiyo-e artists, for whom publishing maps was

a part of their work to offer

entertainment for their clients . People used such maps when they traveled , but mostly they
seemed to be virtual travelers who enjoyed the landscape while reading travelogues. (71)
On these maps, the relationship between each neighboring places is mostly kept, but altogether
they form a distorted space representation.

If even maps can have such modified perspective, there is no wonder how perspective was

freely used for landscape prints or paintings which are meant for souvenirs or peepshows. Fig.25
and 26 depict the same place painted by different artists , both applying perspective. The ukiyo-e
researcher Henry Smith says "(t)hese images show how the same landscape was seen by two
different painters ." We can see they were truely "impression-ists". On the scene painted by
Hiroshige in Fig.27,

Smith estimates that

Mt.Fuji must have been

seen beneath the rooftop level

in reality.(72) Probably the exaggeration was made not only because of a visual effect, but was
connected to its iconographic and spiritual importance, as in case of Fig .23 . If so, perspective was
applied to render a subjective point of view, using a realistic outlook. (73)

< Framing>

Fig.28 Sazaedo by Hokusai

Fig.29 Kameido Umeyashiki
by Hiroshige
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Fig. 30 Hague, anonym.

Another creative use of perspective by ukiyo-e artists was their way of framing, as shown
in Fig.28 and 29. In perspective drawings in the West, a view without an obstacle was the basic
concept. (Fig.30) The viewer has a virtual position outside the image when the image is seen in a
normal way. When seeing it using an optical equipment such as a perspective box, the viewer is
surprised by the feeling that he/she is inside the landscape all of a sudden. Even for prints or
paintings that are not meant for such use, this unlimited view was considered to be a major
element in European perspective drawing. However, artists such as Hokusai and Hiroshige started
framing the view with objects just in front of the viewers eyes. Such framing, which connects the
viewer to the painted landscape more directly, gave a different meaning to the use of perspective
drawing. The

lands~ape

changes its nature from an objective scene to a subjective one, almost

connected to the here-and-now which is represented by objects such as the terrace (Fig.28) or the
plum tree in front of the viewer; (Fig.29)

Viewers no longer keep an objective viewpoint outside

the scene. Actually, these prints are known to have given direct influence to the Impressionist
artists Monnet and Van Gogh, respectively. (7 4)

5.2.3

Annotation of Space: Size, Distance, and Importance
. Another feature in Japanese traditional space representation is the flexible relocation or

neglect ·of (unnecessary) space. The golden clouds

(or 11 mist 11 in earlier form) that are seen on

many landscape paintings in Japan do not represent any natural phenomena. It is a visual code
which signifies that the area covered by the cloud are to be visually skipped or neglected. The area
to be skipped could be either unimportant (i.e.

nothing special to see); or the space of transition.

The space could be distorted to make a better arrangement of important elements;
moments were painted within the same scene,
Fig~31

is a typical

or

different

as was discussed earlier regarding scrolls. (75)

example in which the golden cloud connects two different scenes which could

not have been seen next to each other in the real space. In Fig.32, normal houses in the town of
Kyoto are covered by the

~loud,

as the picture was supposed to give a panorama of the must-see

places in the town. The use of the cloud helps skipping uninteresting objects both for the painter
and the viewer,

making it possible to focus on important subjects. Of course it also helps

minimizing the size of the town to fit the screen size. In that sense it was a working data
compression method -- not based on a mechanical processing, but based on human factors. In terms
of space manipulation, the application of the golden cloud corresponds to what we already saw with
the use of perspective in distorted topography.

From that point of view, the use of mist or golden cloud

in Japanese art is one of the

possibilities in non-Cartesian flexible manipulation of space, that could be made possible with
the absence of perspective. The space and time can be relocated, or rearranged, either according to
the subjeCtive importance or the story to be told, or even for visual design purposes.
Another important feature in space representation can be seen in the scaling, i.e. in
definition of sizes of the characters to be painted. The size of a character that appears on a scene
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can be rendered according to his/her/its importance in Japanese traditional artform.
The oldest example known of such application can be seen in the portrait of Shotoku Taishi
(Prince Shotoku) who

was the prime minister from the end of the 6th Century to the early 7th

Century. In a painting that is considered to be made not much after his death, the prince is
accompanied by two other figures who look like children, as they are much smaller in size
compared to the Prince. However, according to confirmed studies, they were adults -- the Prince's
men. The prince had to be painted bigger because he was the main figure and the others were less
important.
Another example can be found in a

scroll shown in Fig. 33 . In this hunting scene painted

in the 17th Century , dogs and a wild boar are painted much larger than men, including Shogun
Iemitsu(who sits under the red umbrella). The animals were painted bigger because they were the
most spectacular elements of the scene.
regardless of

It is also visible that the size of men are the same

distance from the viewpoint.

annotation system in Chinese and

It is a typical example of the traditional space

Japanese paintings. (76)

Fig.31 scroll from early 17C, originally painted in 12C

Fig. 32 Rak:uchu Rakugaizu

Fig.33 Hunting a wild boar, from an early Edo scroll

Another interesting example can be found among the basic concepts of Nanga, sumi-e based
painting that originated in China, and was very popular among intellectuals in Edo period and
after. In Nanga,

the color intensity changes according to the importance of the objects (or parts of
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the object).

Gray scale

produced by different thickness of Japanese ink is applied according to

the visual and thematic importance of objects (or part of objects) in the scene, instead of realizing
some other elements such as shading.

When we think of these manners of representation in Japanese art, it is clear that the
system is useful in telling stories or to representing subjective impression, but not meant for
realistic and objective representation of scenes or characters.

5.2.4

Time and Space
In Japanese scrolls, different scenes that belong to different moments are painted

together.(77) Time can be translated into spatial expression. A typical example is seen with Eshi
Soshi (illustrated story of a painter ), a roll from the 14th Century. (78)

The house of the artist,

the main character of the roll, is painted as if it were a big household with

several rooms.

However, if one has a knowledge about this part of Japanese visual language, it is easy to recognize
that the characters painted on each rooms are the same people. They are not different rooms
connected. They are different moments taking place in the same room. (Fig.34)

Fig.34

Eshi Soshi (illustrated story of a painter ), a roll from 14C (part)

A similar case is known with Shigisan Engi Emaki. Both the specialist of the the scrolls
Junji Wakasugi and the animation director Isao Takahata find analogy between the conversion of
time flow into spatial annotation seen in these scrolls and the way film director changes
viewpoints and edit sequences. This analogy

comes from the fact that scrolls are meant to tell

stories . (79)
There seems to be another reason behind such time=space relationship. As I have noted
earlier, when seeing a scroll only a part of the scroll is seen in Japanese way of appreciation. It
means that

the viewer would not see so many different moments in one glance. (80)

However, here again, the absence of precise representation of space makes it possible to
support such time=space relationship.

If artists and viewers share a vision/perception system

that requires a correct representation of space,
been painted in Fig.34.
examples suggest

such a big house with many rooms could not have

Since scrolls belong to the oldest forms of visual art in Japan, these

that the non-objective space representation in Japanese culture -- which is one

of he main theme of this chapter --

is a very old and essential part of Japanese vision system.
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5.2.5

Shading and Shadowing
Shading and shadowing in Japanese paintings or drawings appeared only by the 18th

Century except for few

minor earlier examples.

Considering the long art history in Japan, it is

quite late that these ideas and techniques became commonplace. (81) Even in the beginning of the
20th Century, the use of shading and shadowing can be seen almost exclusively within the circle of
artists who were interested in the Western paintings. Although it is difficult to prove, it seems
clear that the idea of applying shading or shadows was brought with European paintings and
prints.

Until then, the Japanese did not think of applying shade or shadow on paintings, even

though shades and shadows are everywhere if we see the real world. It gives a perfect example of a
hidden dimension(E.Hall) or a symbolic form(E.Panofsky) in our culture. But why shading and
shadows had been so much neglected in Japanese art?

There are several reasons we can think of, from what we know about Japanese culture and
also from previous researches on this issue. (82)
i. Japanese art developed under the major influence from China. There is no shading or shadowing

in traditional Chinese art.

ii. It was. difficult to apply shading on Japanese painting, as it was either ·calligraphic
monochrome painting, or painted with mat coloring.

iii. For· some reason, the Japanese did not put much importance to shading and shadows.
While there are different Chinese words that correspond to shadow and shade respectively.,
Japanese has only one word "kage", which actually means "image

11
•

The first reasoning explains the absence of shade/shadow somewhat, but it is not strong
enough. Japanese could have "discovered" shade/shadow if necessary. The second reasoning is not
enough, since such a way of drawing/painting had developed on the basis that shade/shadow were
not needed. The third reasoning is more important.

This fact suggests that the absence of

shade/shadow in Japanese traditional art is related to the cultural element at a deep level.
My argument is that there are cultural reasons behind the fact. Based on the analysis I
have made earlier, I would state that there are elements that explain the absence of shading and
shadowing in traditional Japanese paintings, in comparison to those in the West. They are as
follows:

i. In Japanese system of painting, flexible handling of space and objects had become the basis of
representation. In such system, use of shading and shadowing limit the freedom of space
annotation and thus not favourable. It is not that one had become the reason for another, but such
coherent elements form the system. To prove this hypothesis is a theme of this chapter.

ii. In the European art history, which had been tied closely to religious purposes, representing
the light (i.e. the Grace of God) was a very important issue. To recognize the light source means to
realize the existence of shades and shadows. As the representation of light had become more
sophisticated, the representation of "the lack of light" (i.e. shade and shadow) inevitably
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developed. Darkness was associated with what is evil. Thus light and shade/shadow had
metaphorical meanings for painters. In Japan, the light was associated with the holiness, but
darkness or lack of light was not considered as the opposite of such holiness, or something to
represent evil power. (83) In short, shade/shadow did not have critical meanings .

iii. Development of science and technology

in Europe had brought the awareness toward optical

phenomena. Japan did not have an equivalent to such development. In the following part of this
dissertation, I will discuss the above issues by analyzing ukiyo-e prints. (84)

< Shading >
In painting,

shading and shadowing offer the information on forms and locations of objects

that are included in the scene. The spatial relationship between plural objects or the ground is
represented by hiding objects behind or casting shadows on other objects. In other words, to
employ shading and shadowing, an artist is required to have a clear idea of the form and location
of each object.
However, in Japanese traditional painting, as I have discussed,

location and size of objects

in a scene are not necessarily determined according to the real size or position. Put it another
way, the lack of shading and shadowing helps flexible manner of representation as we have seen in
Japanese traditional paintings. For example, an object without shading or shadowing does not need
to have its precise location in the space specified. It is also related to the fact that lighting was
not a part of Japanese art. If light sources were to be considered seriously, either flat, mat
coloring (i.e. no shading) or

absence of shadows would fail to be the main stream. This makes a

strong contrast to the importance of representation of light in the Western art history, which is
even inherited in today's digital images.(85)

Fig.35
Sugoroku, a board game depicting a foreigner and
a Japanese woman. "Kaika-e" or "Yokohama Ukiyo-e", which
were mainly produced in Yokohama from 1860 to the
beginning of the 20C, played an important role in describing
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Fig.36 Sadahide, 1861,Yokohama
ljin Shokan-no Zu

Fig.37 Yoshiiku, 1861, Russians

Fig.39 Yoshiiku,1861, Bankoku
Danjo Jinbutsu Zoe (part)

Fig.38 Hiroshige III, 1874, Tokyo Kaika Meisho (Ginza) part

Fig.40 Utagawa, Kunisada, 1864
Yanagini-kaze, fukiyano itosuji
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Fig.41 Toyohara, Kunichika,
Zouho Tenjiku Tokubee 1881

(detail )
Fig. 42 "Hitotsuya", by Tsukioka, Yoshitosi, 1890. An old woman ready to kill a young
woman. (The story of Adachigahara)

Shading was introduced to Japan in the 18th Century, mainly through Dutch prints and
paintings.

There was a community of intellectuals, including doctors, writers and Ukiyo-e artists

that lived in Edo, .within which interesting prints, paintings, books, scientific instruments and
other objects of curiosity brought from Europe were circulated. Shading technique was known
among them, including painters whose social status varied from ukiyo-e illustrators to feudal
lords. (86) While some of them used shading techniques effectively for scientific illustrations,
ukiyo-e illustrators who sought for novelty in image creations started applying shadings to draw
things and characters that

looked differently from the traditional daily life. Shading was usually

applied to foreigners and things that were brought from
characters and

monsters.

foreign countries, as well as to evil

They all belong to an alien world. (87) (Fig.35-42)

Let me "read" these images more closely.
In Fig.35 and 36, different codes of reality coexist in a single image. While Japanese are illustrated in
the traditional manner without shadings, foreigners are shaded both on their faces and clothes. The face of a
Japanese woman in Fig. 35 is a typical stereotyped face that belongs to the traditional code of representation.
We also see the man's face in Fig. 35 is shaded in a surprisingly similar manner as in today's cell animation.
Fig. 37, two foreigners are drawn with strong shadings on their clothes.

In

Probably their figures were copied from

illustrated newspapers brought from abroad, as many ukiyo-e prints illustrating foreigners or foreign cities
were. Fig. 38, a vivid illustration of a busy street by Hiroshige III,

is an interesting example showing how the

artist associated shadings with foreign or modern things of the time.

The rikisha man's cloth (a "modern" shirt)

is highly shaded, but two other men on both sides of him are illustrated without any shadings. The running
man is drawn amazingly realistic in shape, but no shadings is applied. Horses are not shaded. On the other
hand, the elephant in Fig. 39 is shaded. probably because drawing horses was a part of the traditional paintings.
In Fig.40, while the man on the ground is illustrated in a normal ukiyo-e manner without any shadings, the God
of Thunder is illustrated with exaggerated shadings, again, almost like the way we see in comics or anime today.
In Fig.41, a monstrous toad is illustrated with a smooth shading that gives an impression of its huge volume,
while the samurai in front of the toad is drawn without any shadings. In Fig.42, an old woman who is going to
kill a young woman is illustrated with shaded wrinkles on her skin.
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The use of shadings in these pictures are not arbitrary.
alien, or interesting

impression to viewers because it was not a part of the visual tradition .

Shadings helped making a distinction between
monsters)

Shaded images gave an exotic,

objects from the outer world(e.g. foreigners,

and the familiar objects(e.g. typical woman, samurai). (88)

By the use of shadings,

which is originally supposed to serve for realistic renderings, artists enhanced the alien-ness of
foreigners, monsters, etc.

Because the use of shading was not a part of the system for represention

of reality, an artist had a freedom to use, or not use, or modify shadings
subjective point of view.

according to his

Isn't it similar to what we have seen with the use of perspective?

Fig.44 detail of a print, 1885

Fig. 43. anonymous print, c.1790, Paris.

Fig. 46 magic lantern slide, America, C.1870

Fig.45 Illustration by Mars, 1883

Fig . 43 to 46 show images that belong to popular culture from the equivalent period in the
West. We can see that shading is applied even on a

simple illustration, or on a slide used for

projecting a comical story. Shading is clearly a part of the system through which people see the
world and represent the world.
To summarize,

when shading was brought to Japan

people had difficulties in using

shading for paintings, because it didn't belong to the perception/vision system. the Japanese had.
Some artists used shading , but its meaning

and roles were transformed into something else.

Instead of applying it to achieve realistic rendering for everyday objects, shading was used to add
certain kind of "reality" to alien objects. It became a special effect for "alien-ness".
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< Shadowing >
There is no clear explanation why shadows were not painted in Japanese art. The
background is similar to the case of shading. Not only in Japan, shadows were almost always
neglected in Chinese art as well.
Without doubt, the awareness to shadows in painting was raised after the arrival of western
paintings and prints to Japan by the same people who were interested in the use of perspective.
Artists who studied western art seriously, such as Satake Shozan and Odano Naotake, painted
shadows on their western style landscape or still life paintings. Suzuki Harunobu made an
interesting ukiyo-e, in which a young woman looks at her own shadow surprisingly.

(Fig. 47)

Timon Screech writes "The beauty is surprised to discover that she is casting a shadow. " (89)
image shows the surprise Japanese artists had,

The

when they recognized that painting shadows was

possible.
However, compared to the popularity that perspective drawing achieved, painting shadow
took more time to be practiced by professional artists, and seemed to have met more difficulties in
being accepted by users.

The effect of painting shadows was probably regarded as nothing but

adding dirty spots to the image. (90) Artists such as Hokusai and Hiroshige painted shadows in
some of their prints,

only when the use of shadows were effective. (Fig . 48,49)

in Japanese art remained a rarity until the end of the 19th Century.

Fig.47 by Harunobu
(1765-1770)

Fig. 48 Hiroshige, "Saruwakacho in Night", and its detail

Fig. 49 Kuniyoshi, Totomeisho

Kasumigaseki, c.l830, and its detail
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Painting shadows

There
Hiroshige,

is another type of ukiyo-e prints depicting

projected

shadows. Including a series of prints by

shadows on the paper screen are painted. Often the theme was the gap

between the real objects and the shadows they cast, or the gap between someone's outlook and
his/her real personality. These images were inspired by shadow plays and eventually formed a
genre.

Shadow play appears in Japanese literature in 1680, and it became a popular entertainment

at licensed quarters and small theatres by 1700.
by itself a very interesting issue, but

(91) The use of shadow as an image in ukiyo-e is

it is not closely related to the theme of this dissertation.

To summarize, we have seen how perception/vision system works differently according to
the culture, as in .case of perspective or shading. A natural phenomenon such as shadows under
sunlight had been totally neglected in Japanese art until it was "discovered" through the Western
art. Even then, it was just an option that an artist can apply as a visual effect. Most artists had
difficulties in incorporating shadows in their images.
The process that perspective, shadings and shadowings had been (un-)accepted in Japanese
art is an interesting example how a visual system could be interpreted in a different culture. Even
though the realistic Westernpainting technique based on objective representation of reality were
brought to Japan,
more in. a

the way such realistic painting was taken within popular Japanese culture

subjective manner. (92)

was

While artists with more academic approaches understood the

theory and seriously practiced realistic paintings, artists working within the domain of popular
culture incorporated the alien ideas into the existing visual language, yet to develope a new form
of visual entertainment at the boundary of real and unreal.
visual/perceptual system of reality

In a paradoxical manner,

a

in the West was deconstructed and transformed into a set of

Japanese subsystems, to partly enhance the reality within unreal landscapes. (93)

5.2.6 Face
Above analysis on the use of perspective, shading, and

space annotation

explains a reason

why flexible representation of objects or characters in Japanese paintings were possible without
causing conflicts in spatial annotations. In translating 3D landscape or objects, in the Western art
history, optically correct, realistic representation using the combination of perspective, shading
and shadowing had been considered as the correct model. The combination of these elements would
precisely define the way the real space should be represented.

However, instead of a system that

is based on geometry and optics, the Japanese developed a different

system in which

subjective

importance plays a more important role.
However, the appreciation of subjectivity should be, on the other hand, accompanied with a
shared set of rules to translate the "deformed" (i.e. from the Western point of view) vision back, to
match the real world. Otherwise people cannot "read" an image. The rules

must be shared among

artists and the mass. For example, there was a "rule" that Mt.Fuji could be drawn much higher
than it really is. People would not have been confused by seeing an exaggerated high mountain in a
picture. It was similar with facial representations.
Faces in Japanese traditional artform had been almost always painted according to the
code.

There were facial patterns that belonged to the culture of the epoque, which represented
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i

either the class that the characters belong to , or the role in the picture, or the personality, etc.
Such facial patterns are already . seen among early scrolls.(94) In ukiyo-e, people enjoyed
subtle features within the patterns to distinguish the models .(95)

From technical point of view,

the stereotyping of faces must have helped the efficiency of the ukiyo-e production/publishing
system, which was the first commercial based color print industry in the world .(96)

The above observation would lead us to understand the following points.

In Japanese

tradition of visual culture, the system is based and developed along a different notion of reality
compared to that in the West. In such framework, representation of faces or characters had also
developed into a different direction toward stereotyping of faces. The roles or personalities of
characters were coded according to the rules. Deformation of faces can be understood to have taken
place at the crossing point of such direction with the absence of Cartesian space presentation .
Stereotyping of characters are universally seen among many cultures in illustrations. But in case
of Japan, exaggeration and deformation was made possible because there was no constraints in the
culture for visual reality as in case of portraits in the Western art tradition. Painting realistic
portraits had once taken place in Japanese art history in 13th Century, but it did not continue for
a long time.

From that point of view, Japanese games and animation characters share the tradition with
old picture and ukiyo-e. The way comic readers and anime fans recognize their favorite heroes and
heroines looks surprisingly similar to what ukiyo-e fans in Edo period had done.

Features such as

the stereotyping of faces based on the codes shared by readers , or faces which are quite deformed
from Cartesian point of view,

and flat coloring, are similar to what Japanese already had

appreciated nearly thousands years ago. Nevertheless the deformation seems to be taking place in
the opposite direction, according to the aesthetics and codes of the era. (Fig.50,51)
eyes in Fig .50 are represented

The woman's

with mere strokes of lines, because that was the code to represent a

noble person. Eyes of normal people were drawn open in scrolls from the same period.

Today ,

major characters of comics have big eyes while comical characters are often given very small
eyes .(97). While

explanations given for this big change in facial representation are interesting

and go together well with what I have analyzed, going into details is not within the aim of this
dissertation .(9 8)

Fig. 50. from the Tale of Genji

Fig. 51. from Gilles Poitras's The ANIME Companion, p.85

Often it is pointed out that a face as seen in Fig.51 is impossible to exist both
physiologically and geometrically, although many Japanese are accustomed to such expression and
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would not find anything wrong with it. The extreme deformation has developed within a visual
language that comic artists and readers share, which is highly sophisticated on its own right,
similar to what we have seen in ukiyo-e. We can also point out that such deformation is possible
only if an un-Cartesian framework is accepted widely. In that sense, typical facial representation
in Japanese comics and animation is the continuation of the traditional visual entertainment. With
the rapidly increasing interest and demands for the use of 3D digital imagery in popular
entertainment, what is happening in our digital media culture is the process of convergence of the
two essentially different systems;

the un-Cartesian 2D-based visual language as the

continuation of Japanese tradition , and the Cartesian, optically correct visual language of 3D
computer graphic"s.

5.2.7 Summary: Traditional Visual Language in Japan
We have seen how Japanese traditional visual language functioned, and how new ideas and
techniques in visual representation were modified to be continuous to the tradition. The trace of
such traditional visual language can be seen in our contemporary culture. (99)

If

the traditional

visual language still underlies beneath our culture, how about the larger part of the system; the
way of seeing the world? Probably it makes sense to think it is not only about paintings.
As Panofsky stated, perspective meant much more than a mere painting methodology.

As is

symbolized by The Eye as the icon for the Trinity, the philosophical background of perspective
was the belief in the gaze of the God that covers the whole universe from a single point of view.
(100) The monotheistic ideology formed the basis of systematic representation of space in the
West. What came out of it is the Cartesian coordinate system that had formed the basis for modern
mathematics and other field of science and technology' including computer graphics.
Perspective drawing is geometrically and optically proven,

and can be practiced with

equipments such as camera obscura. The validity and objectivity of realistic drawing/painting was
thus confirmed by science and technology.

In the West, science had been

considered as a part of

philosophy. Therefore, for a new theory or a discovery, proving that it is both physically and
philosophically correct was very important. ( 101) In fact, the development of optical science and
technology was almost always associated with the related issue in theology. The appreciation of
optical and mechanical equipments was not only because of their practical values. They were
regarded as the instruments to visualize theological arguments, since the universe was considered
to be the most elaborate machinery that the God has created and tuned. (102) On the contrary,
optical and mechanical instruments did not achieve such philosophical meanings in Japan. (1 03)
Based on the comparison as above,

the idea such as 'partial perspective' can be considered

a symbolic form representing Japanese way of seeing the world.
contrary to the Western system represented by the perspective
pantheistic nature can be still observed today,

often

A vision of the world that is quite
-- the polytheistic

being integrated in the popular culture such

as comics, animation and games, both visually and conceptually. ( 104)
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and

Does such visual framework influenced the Japanese in developing a
vision, as discussed earlier, or is it the other way around?
be

11

floating 11 , pantheistic

From what I have analyzed, it should

both, taking place within the network of influence that forms the culture. Other issues in

Japanese art, such as the notion of originality and identity, are also within that network of
influence. The fact that the Japanese during Edo period considered themselves as living in
~~floating"

or

''drifting~~

world seems to suggest that they were also aware of such vision. (105)

We can conclude that the traditional visual language in Japan had developed on 2D-based
representations of the world, with elements that are coherent within the system. Features such as
subjectivity and relativity, or a vision from multiple points of view, arose from such unconscious
social framework. On the contrary, in the West, realistic and objective Cartesian representations
of the world was considered as the serious way of representing the world, while 2D-based
representations belonged to the popular culture or kids' culture until the arise of the
Impressionism. Such history exists beneath the reason why illustrations or comics are not taken
seriously in the West. However, such idea did not occur in Japan.
To summarize, the following features we see in contemporary visual culture can be
considered to have developed along the traditional framework of Japanese culture.

i. freedom in the use of frame, space, and time
Flexible handling of space is possible inside and between frames. Frames can be used for
multiple purposes to represent space, time, or imagination or history.
visualizing imagination,

ii.

easy~to~understand

Such feature is helpful in

fantasies, or sophisticated storytelling.(106)

facial expressions

Exaggeration and patterns used on facial expressions make it easy for readers to understand the
personalities of the characters, or situations. Deformation of face or body can develop according to
visual interest, yet respecting visual codes, without having a coherent 3D model in mind. (1 07)

iii.taste for 2D images
Traditional Japanese visual culture is not based on Cartesian 3D-oriented concept. Much of
Japanese asthetics seem to have developed on such basis. We are probably still exposed to 2Dbased imageries in our daily life more than people in the Western culture are. This can be an
explanation why comics and cell animation are extremely popular in Japan.

iv.sopbistication in

2D~based

expression

Based on the above factors, a rich 2D-based visual culture was grown.

6.

Notion ·of Life and Digital Pets

6.1 Introduction
What arose from the previous discussions are the elements in Japanese way of seeing the
world, such as relativity in vision and the importance of subjective reality, which form a part of
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the culture. As the last part of this dissertation

I come back to the issue of life, this time in

relation to the Japanese way of seeing the world.
Norbert Wiener argued that some sort of the modern automaton can be regarded as having
an essentially the same function as a living organism does, in his

11

Cybernetics" in 1948. (108)

David Tomas points out that what Wiener made it clear was that the major activity of life exists in
the accurate network of signals,

not in the mechanical

function of the body. (109) It was quite

innovative notion of life at his time. On the other hand, as was discussed in Chapter III, Wiener's
point of view also leads to the neglect of the role of organic body as a physical matter. (110)

What is the way we see "life" today?
Cyberspace is no longer a fantasy of science fiction writers, but already the (subjective)
reality for many people who live online for hours a day. It is the world where only information
matters. The life activities in cyberspace rely on

11

accurate network of signals", as Wiener had

defined. From Wiener's point of view it means that an ideally well coded autonomous agent who
performs on an "accurate network of signals" can be regarded as having an essentially the same
function as a living organism does. So far, we haven't have agents that can go much beyond what
Weisenbaum's Eliza could do, but theoretically
How about avatars?
Avatars are more than

we are coming closer. (111)

Cyberspace allows its habitants to enjoy playing different characters.

a graphic interface or masks or virtual bodies that users use in cyberspace.

We know that in the real world masks and costumes effect the user's behavior, resulting an
emergence of a different personality. ·We also know that on the Net people often behave
differently, playing a different character even on text-based BBS. Therefore, avatars can be the
visualization of users' wishes to become different personalities.

Thus, a user in cyberspace can be

regarded as a blend of embodied information and a disembodied real human.

Programs such as World Chat offered a simple tool to have one's avatar in cyberspace
without much possibilities to visualize the virtual personality one has chosen. With Habitat, the
possibilities ha4 been expanded. Now, even quite realistic and personalized modeling and
rendering of avatars is possible. We can see an example with the French program "The Second
World". (112)

A user can project one's ideal self-image onto his/her avatar. Such realistic looking

(yet different from the real) avatars will inevitably change one's notion of life and body in
cyberspace. ·

In Japan, virtual pets and characters are around us either online or offline, achieving
familiarity among normal people. Household robots are becoming the reality, attracting attention
of even elderly people. Rather than being worried of "disembodimenf' of human beings in
cyberspace, embodiment of virtual lives are taking place in daily life.
How these phenomena can be explained in terms of cultural aspects? In Chapter II,

I

discussed the history of simulating life, and how alife has been dealt by artists. Here, I will
analyze the current media culture regarding artificial life and body.
What I will argue is the continuity between virtual pets and physically real robots in
Japan.

There are several reasons for this argument. In Japanese cultural context, the degree of
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life, or the quality of life

between virtual pets and pet robots, between virtual characters and

humanoid robots, and further between virtual characters and pet (animal-shaped) robots, are
continuous. Historically, from theological point of view,

the critical distinction between human
Also, separation of

beings, animals, and machines in the West did not exist in Asian culture.

body from mind as in the West did not exist, allowing much flexibility in accepting both virtual
lives and physical robots. As we have seen, the sense of reality had been based on subjective
elements rather than objective visual realities, allowing freedom to design virtual and physical
digital pets. These features suggest that the current media culture in Japan regarding digital pets
and characters has in fact grown on the basis of the cultural framework.

6.2 Raise of/Raising Digital Pets
When digital technology has opened new possibilities in telecommunication, alife, and
robotics, these new possibilities were met with the traditional framework in the process of being
accepted by the public. On the other hand, new technologies, along with the way of thinking that
accompanies with such technological innovation, are changing the old framework.
Alife has become a popular idea in Japanese entertainment. After the great success of
Tamagotchi, a variety of virtual pets on game platforms and personal computers have been
developed.

They have even 'evolved'

from simple dot images . of Tamagotchi or original Pokemon

generation to realistically rendered and animated 3D images such as of "Seaman", a weird fishman character from Sega.(Fig.52) Including "PostPet" I referred earlier and "Dokodemo Issyo"
which has become a big hit "game" for Sony's Playstation, increasing

number of virtual characters

have been making their careers both in virtual space inside computers

and in real space, even

starring on advertisement or becoming a part of candy packages. (Fig.53-54 )(113)

Fig.52 Sega's Seaman

Fig.53 Dokoderno Issyo

Fig.54 MOMO, a PostPet character
advertising books

On the other hand, robots are becoming familiar to our life in Japan. Sony's AIBO and other
robot pets that followed its success, and HONDA's humanoid robot ASIMO which is the successor
of P3, the earlier model that was already quite amazing, raised an impression that finally we have
real robots to live with human beings -- the dreams we have had for over a century through science
fictions coming true, finally. Here, I said dreams, not nightmares. In Japanese way of seeing the
robots,

practically no scary feeling toward them exists. This is quite different from that in the
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West. I will analyze the reasons of this feeling later.

< features of Japanese digital pets >
The following is an analysis on Japanese alife entertainment. After Tamagotchi made a
great success, but also _revealed the problems (as they demanded to be taken care of so frequently
and died easily, many users became unhappy and stopped playing the game after the first
enthusiasm) more sophisticated and playful artificial pets have been developed. Major features of
the second generation pets can be described as follows.

i. communication for fun
As can be observed by the way young generation use the mobile phones in Japan, communication
is not necessarily meant for a practical use. To enjoy communication is an important feature of
communication by itself. The virtual pets of the extremely successful PostPet do not deliver email
efficiently. Rather, it is a most impractical email software. But it is fun.

ii. playfulness
Tamagotchi was fed with normal meal and snacks. Virtual animals in PostPet and Dokodemo Issyo
can be fed with a variety of food, including some funny foods. Seaman grows by eating an ugly
looking worm that the user should take care of. Besides food, there are a lot of jokes in their lives.

iii. enhanced autonomy
Different from Tamagotchi, the second generation virtual pets have their own life and will.
PostPets start playing with their own friends, or even start writing email on their own. In case of
AIBO, the autonomy is realized as its physical behavior, which results from the combination of
robotics technology incorporated, preprogrammed behavior to realize a dog-like lovable motion or
a robot-like interesting movement, and the behavior it achieves by interaction with the user and
the environment.

iv. teaching and learning
Teaching is a way to enjoy communication. It is the essence of the interaction in Dokodemo. A pet
will start using the word the user has taught. The teaching process involves a series of
conversation as well as a strong feeling of engagement in the intellectual growth of the pet.

v. equality between the pet and the user
In case of PostPet, a virtual character take actions on its own.

In case of Dokodemo, a pet lives in

his/her own room and goes out somewhere. Visually, it does not belong to the life of the user.
These virtual pets are not conceived as servants or agents, or real animal pets that are under the
control of the user/master.

< bits or atoms >
The basic purpose of both virtual pets and pet robots is in offering an entertaining
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communication to the users and possibly among their families or friends. Even though the virtual
pets and pet robots are quite different in terms of their physical nature,

I regard them as

members of the same group; digital pets. (However, the notion of "pet" is different in the West and
in Japan.)
Although robots were invented much earlier and

has been used in the industry,

entertainment robots have only arrived recently, after virtual pets have already paved the way.
(114) Small and inexpensive pet robots such as Furby from US, Sega's Poochi and Omron's Cat
robot, are expected to play the similar role as virtual pets that kids had been already familiar on
pocket games. In that sense, these pet robots can be considered as the embodiment of virtual pets,
as an example of embodiment of information, as discussed in Chapter Ill.
In fact, if simple dot images of Tamagotchi or Pokemon or Dokodemo can work so well,
giving an impression to the users that there is- some sort of virtual personality in the screen, then
why not a

pet robot, with a physical existence can work even better? After admitting the existence

of "virtual life" in

a pocket game console, are there any problems in finding a digital life in a

metal body?
However, the critical difference between bits and atoms will arise when a humanoid robot
arrives in a Western household.

When Tamagotchi became a big hit among kids in Europe, there

was a strong criticism and hesitation toward too much involvement with such artificial entities,
which had been earlier observed with the use of robots.(115)As we can see from stories such as
Golem, or Mary Shelly's Frankenstein, or -films such as Metropolis,
has a critical meaning and is scary, because

materializing an artificial life

it means that human beings are interfering the

business of the God. Even today, after such religious belief had become much weaker,

the

framework remains in people's mind in every different level of the way of thinking.

< Source of reality >
Even if it looks lovely or nice, an artificial pet would fail
of reality to the user.

if it cannot evoke certain sense

I don't mean that virtual pets should be felt as they are really alive.

However, as in case of film or literature, well made fiction creates certain sense of reality without
pretending it were a true story.

Likewise, a fictional life would trigger the sense of life, if it were

designed well and the user would be ready to accept the idea.

If we see what is happening in

Japan, virtual pets such as PostPet have been successful among the generation over 20 years old.
AIBO, which is too expensive for kids, became a smash hit. These facts show that these digital pets
could promote a sense of reality to the grown-up users.
However, until now we do not have a technology to create a realistic looking digital pet or
robot that moves perfectly natural, with convincing interaction and autonomous behavior. In other
words,. technically it is still difficult to achieve the objective reality on digital pets. Therefore, it
is either that users themselves are filling the missing portion of reality by their imagination, or
the sense of reality to be attached for "life" is different from what we know as a set of objective
criteria, as was shown in Chapter II.
In this part of dissertation, the nature and the role of "subjective reality" in achieving the
sense of reality toward digital pets will be examined, following the argument I had on Japanese
culture earlier in this chapter. These analysis will help us to understand
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why artificial pets and

entertainment robots have almost become a new tradition in Japanese culture.

6.3

Sense of Reality in Digital Pets

My point of view is that the sense of reality in digital pet consists of elements that

go into

two major categories. The first group of elements is what is made possible with technical
achievements. Elements that are designed and calculated, such as

realistic modeling, interaction,

action, and other performances belong to this category. These are objective elements of reality.
The second category of elements

emerge from the user him/herself, from the personal,

historical, and cultural context. I consciously call such sense of reality that are based on
subjective elements

"subjective reality",

the same term as I have used in describing Japanese

vision/visualization system. The term would sound strange because we are used to the idea that
reality is objective.

However,

Tamagotchi, for example, has proven that even a simple system with

dot-based graphics can give fairly strong sense of reality even to adult users. It is the same with
Pokemon, in its original game version, and in Dokodemo.

The phenomenon cannot be explained by

the objective reality those characters offer to the users.
As I have argued in the earlier part of this chapter, objective reality can function only
through subjective reality of each person.
make the best use of subjective reality.

Above mentioned Japanese products are designed to

Such subjective reality is both personal

and shared in the

society at the same time. As I argued earlier in this chapter, both our physical(body)
features/functions and

the cultural background work in forming the framework for

~ubjective

reality. Since members of a community would share these factors more or less , taking subjective
realities into account is possible in designing consumer products as a part of consumers'
preference. The idea of using subjective sense of user has been commonly practiced especially in
advertising and in designing consumer product such as toys or cars. (116)

However, I find that psychological aspects have not been seriously discussed in case of
artificial life and its applications or robots, or even androids.
It does not mean that psychological aspects such as emotion

have been neglected in alife.

On the contrary, rendering emotion-like behaviors or responses on virtual pets/robots/androids
has been regarded important. But discussion is usually centered around the features
pets/robots/androids should have --

these virtual

but not on the emotion on the side of human beings. Let us

take an example on a popular discussion, if a robot or android can be considered as human. The
androids in the film "Blade Runner" are often considered
to become human beings

to "have stepped beyond the boundary"

by demonstrating humane emotion such as empathy, warmth, and also

showing human judgment. (117) Even though what is discussed as the criterion here is about
emotion, it

is based on the evaluation of what is realized within the ROBOTS(androids, cyborgs),

which would be

implemented as a piece of software in case of production, and therefore belongs to

the objective reality.

It is also an epistemology oriented question.

In the above case, my question would be as follows; "what will make me believe that they
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are equal to human beings?" instead of "what makes them equal to human beings?" It is to see the
same thing from the other direction.

6.4

( 118)

Objective Elements of Reality in Digital P.ets
I have argued that subjective reality plays an important role in recognizing a virtual life as

a life. In this case, major elements in subjective reality

are the notion of life and the vision

system. Before examining them it is necessary to see what are the objective realities in
virtual/digital life .
.There are several known factors that evoke the sense of reality in digital art and
entertainment. In case of life-like creatures, following factors can be listed.

i. visual reality
In general, visual reality is effective in evoking the sense of reality, or preventing the
sense of fake.

It is especially important in case of using such life form in still images, or in films

where artificial lifeforms are composed within live shots. However, our perception is accurate and
severe in case of human or animals that we are familiar with, such as dogs or cats.

ii. sound and other multimodal input/output
Sound can be used to promote the sense of reality especially in case of movement or
interaction. Tactile sense, if possible to realize, can give strong sense of presence. Althoug}l not
easy to realize, other modal elements such as smell can be effective in certain cases.

iii.

realistic motion
Even when a life form does not look visually realistic, or does not look like any of the

lifeforms we know, realistic representation of its motion has a strong effect in promoting a sense
of reality. Whatever the shape of the virtual entity is, physical and physiological dynamics should
be respected. We can very well detect poor animation. An excellent example is Karl Sims' "Evolved
Creatures 11 • Virtual lifeforms that do not look like real animals at all demonstrate natural and
physically correct movements, which are amazingly convincing.(119)

iv. interactivity
Interactivity brings a strong sense of reality to the users. (On interactive art involving
digital creature,

see Chapter I) Also, it is the essential part of alife-based entertainment.

However, in case of art, interactivity can be intentionally limited according to the concept of the
work. (120)
a

v.

autonomy and organic functions
Almost all virtual pets involve autonomous system in it. Autonomy ( or at least certain

kind of random activity,

in case

of life. Without such a feature

real autonomy is not available)

is necessary to create the sense

it will look like a machine rather than a life. Besides autonomy,
):
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simulation of functions which are particularly associated with life activity is effective, as in case
of Vaucancon's duck automaton. (121)

6.5 Subjective Elements of Reality in Digital Pets
What are the subjective elements in finding a digital/virtual creature real?
In comics, illustrations and animations, exaggerated characters and motion ("squash and
stretch", typically) are known to be often more effective than realistic looking characters or
accurate motion.(121)

We have already seen in Japanese visual culture stereotyped faces were

regarded as realistic enough, and in contemporary comics and animations as well.
The list below includes major elements that promote subjective reality. They are related to
each other.
i. .personal attachment
Personal attachment is an element that brings a sense of reality in probably any culture.
In our real life,

personal attachment makes one's child different from any other kids. It is similar

with a pet. We also have the sense of personal attachment for objects which are not alive, such as
certain personal belongings. Personal attachment is raised by elements such as history, memories,
involvement, association, sense of responsibility, etc. Processes such as giving a name, growing,
taking care of, teaching, communicating, personalize the digital pet. (122) Interactivity plays an
important role in these processes.
ii. familiarity
The sense of familiarity is framed both culturally

a~d

personally.

On a personal level,

personal memories and experiences play a major role. (123) Above the personal level, there are
codes, symbols, icons and imageries which are shared within a community, including popular
characters from comics or animations, etc. At a more higher level, the visual language within the
culture frames the familiarity. (124)

Familiarity (or unfamiliarity) can be felt on different

elements such as outlook, behavior, way of speaking, fashion, story, etc. Association triggers
familiarity.·

iii. exaggeration
By enhancing

familiarity with appropriate exaggeration, elements such as visual

appearance, motion, behavior, etc. can become easier to understand or expected. Also, by
triggering the feelings

11

such as "yes, I knew it or " I have expected it", users/viewers feel more

attached to the characters.
iv. impact
It appears to be contrary to the role of familiarity, but a strong impression in visual or

contextual form can produce a sense of reality.
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v. story
Strong storytelling promotes a believable-ness in the contextual level. In role playing
games, designing a convincing "world" as an integrated environment with its own history and
stories behind is essential in raising the sense of reality among users. A convincing story behind
and around virtual lives make them believable.
vi. interaction
The sense of reality that one is dealing with something like a life is enhanced with
appropriate reaction and interaction.

6.6 Notion of Body
As I argued in Chapter .II and III, the notion of body is also framed both culturally and
personally, with many elements incorporated.
However, studies of notion of body in media culture is rather centered to those from the
Western point of view, especially from US. One of the reasons is because the issue is mostly raised
through the feminist study, which is centered in US.(125)
found in the notion of body in Japan

But

more essential reason is to be

itself.(126) As I discussed earlier, body and mind were not

regarded as contradicting entities. Recent studies carried by Timon Screech and Yuko Tanaka have
served greatly in understanding ideas about the traditional view on body in Japan.

Shoji

Tatsukawa analyzes the subject from another aspect.(127)
Europeans who traveled to Japan during the first years when Japan opened its border 150
years ago noticed that the code about body is quite different from that in the West.

(128) In short,

people were quite open-minded about their bodies. In Japan, because of the different cultural and
religious background, such idea as "sinful body" has never taken place. On the other hand, the
origin of life or the ownership of body was not an ethnological matter. Altogether, the boundary
between body and mind, or the role of body in life, remained unquestioned.
When we think of the psychological or cultural aspect of having virtual characters and pet
robots, and the differences between the two genres, we confront the differences in the relation of
body to life in Japan and in the West. The issue can be discussed from the following points of view.
Do we find crucial differences between the way we see the body of human beings and those
of other animals? (129) What about robots or virtual creatures without physical body? Considering
historical background, it is likely that there are differences on the issue among different
cultures, which we can observe from comics and animation films.
It seems that the boundary between virtual pets on the screen and pet robots seems unclear

in the Japanese consciousness.

But probably it is rather natural. Identifying image-based

characters (from comics or films) with their physical, materialized versions
stuffed toys, is seen commonplace mong kids all over the world.
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such as models and

Pokemon has been an extremely

successful example of coexistence of simple images on a pocket game machine with more detailed
images on TV and film, to be further developed into physical stuffed toys and other forms.(130)
Why, then, it is not supposed to take place when kids get older? Is it a childish manoeuvour to
appreciate such physical representation of characters, or the history of religious constraint in the
West

-- that had brought the cultural suppression of materializing imaginary beings, as is seen in

Mary Shelly's Frankenstein -- is behind the psychology?
The "virtual beauty" phenomenon in Japan reflects such cultural difference.(Fig.13-18) It
had become possible at the absence of both such cultural constraints and a strong consciousness
on body.

Appreciation or manipulation of body without ethical, political, or gender problems is a

unique situation in Japan. (131) Also, as was seen in case of Japanese visual language, the way the
Japanese enjoy juxtaposation without defining a hierarchycal structure, and the way they enjoy the
boundary between the real and unreal, creating the new domain of imagination, seem to work in
supporting the love for virtual characters and robots.
As cyberspace will be cohabited by increasing number of avatars, agents and virtual
characters while robots and human beings will be sharing the reru space, real life and virtual life
mingling with bodies in atoms and bits, the study on people's notion of life and body in different
cultural backgrounds will become more and more important.

6.7 Robot as a Friend
In Japan, the New Year starts with thick morning newspapers filled with special essays and
articles that the editors have taken time in preparing to predict what will be waiting for us in the
beginning year.

This year, one of the major articles in Asahi Shinbun stated that it will be a

century of "co-existence with robots" .(132) And it was not just a prophecy. Robots welcomed
human beings in most normal places in Tokyo to start the new century.(133)
Anticipations about the life with household or pet robots seems to have began to achieve
reality ·status in the past year or two, obviously triggered by AIBO and Honda's P3. The Pet Robot
Expo held in December 2000 was more than a success. (134) In Japan, robots are not just
industrial tools or household equipment or toys

-- robots have started to share the same space

with us, as family members or admirable friends. They are part of the culture, as well as of
entertainment and even art. (135) One may ask: Why is it so in Japan?
Many Japanese, including robot technology engineers, as well as artists and designers, will
answer immediately as follows. "Mighty Atom (Astro Boy)", a TV animation program that started in
1963 has become the conceptual and visual model of "robot" in Japan.

The brave and humane robot

character created by the comics/animation artist Osamu Tezuka appealed strongly to the Japanese,
who were recovering from the damages from the WWII. After Atom, many comics and animation
films featured similar robots and cyborgs. The tradition continues to Japanese animation films
today. (136)
But this is only a part of the explanation.

We also have to think why Tezuka created such a

robot character, and why the character has become so widely accepted among the Japanese.
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"Love for robots" of the Japanese has been internationally pointed out since early 1980s.
Not only the number of robots working on the automobile assembly lines, but the friendly
relationship between the human workers and robots surprised engineers, researchers and

lh
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journalists from abroad. In the early 80s we often heard about workers naming the robots (which
did not resembled human beings at all) and regarding them as colleagues,
taking place at the arrival of robots.(137) These episodes

or

Shinto ceremonies

understanding that the animism in Japanese native culture underlies the Japanese attitude
towards robots, that a metal composition could be treated like a human being, or even respected as
something like a god.

It is in fact often the first response from the audience when I speak about

Japanese entertainment. robots,. F.Schodt also points out that
US.(138)

<

probably brought an international

it was a wide spread view in the

However, although animism is considered to be one of the original elements in Japanese

co
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traditional culture, it is not a direct reason of the popularity of robots among Japanese. We should
try to understand the reasons of the Japanese "love for robots" from a wider aspect.

< social reason >
For the Japanese, who do not have memories of the nightmares of industrial revolution or
automation age, as illustrated in Charlie Chaplin's "Modern Times", machines such as robots have

<

no problem in beirig accepted as friends, instead of enemies. Both when Japan opened its border
and achieved industrialization in a short time in the early 20C, and when the Japanese economy

an

began to grow after the WWII, machines always represented our hopes and our future. Reflection of
such historical memories can be clearly observed when we compare Capek's "R.U.R", Fliz Lang's

an

"Metropolis" or Ridley Scott's

tra

"Blade Runner" with robot/android/cyborg characters in Japanese

comics or animation films such as ATOM or Shotaro Ishimori's "Cyborg 009".

rol
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<

human~animal

relationship >
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The relationship between human beings and other creatures is different from that in
Europe, mainly because of historically different religious backgrounds.

Cal
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Animism and polytheism in ancient Japan would exist at the deep root of Japanese culture.
But since these concepts are observed in many ancient cultures, we should see how they developed

th<

or were substituted by more recent ideologies. There is no absolute difference between the lives of

as

human beings . and other animals in Buddhist theory, which formed the backbone of Japanese way of
thinking. While the Bible tells that the human beings were created on a different day in a

JaJ

different manner from the way the animals were created, there is no myth in our religion about
how all creatures happened to appear on the earth. Even more, according to the Buddhist theory, a
bad man's next life could be a dog, or a good dog's next life could be a man. (139)
Such idea that comes from historical background
In recent article in

can be observed in every detail of our life.

Asahi shinbun, we read about an American horse (a great winner of

many races) that "went to heaven". (140) Last year a giant panda at Ueno Zoo also "went to heaven"
according to Asahi.

Actually, according to a Japanese old saying, neven a one inch long worm has a

half inch long soul."

It is no wonder big animals such as horses or pandas have souls big enough to

be qualified for the Heaven.

ide

de~

res

Of course, to discuss if the Heaven exists or if animals are accepted

sue

there is not my aim. The point is that since the idea -- absence of critical boundary between the

fro
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lives of human beings and those of other animals -- has been

so deeply imprinted in the culture,

the newspaper editors do not even realize what they mean by writing so.
on the other hand, people would not even

In the Western culture,

imagine such an idea could be possible.

< human*alife relationship >
If the boundary between the life of human beings and those of animals is not so clear, why

could the boundary between real life and virtual life - either with physical "bodies" such as
robots, or without any physical body, as avatars and agents on the Net - be distinct? Tamagotchi
and Pokemon have already proven that the Japanese can take these virtual creatures playfully and
seriously at the same time. AIBO has proven that a robot dog is in fact considered as a substitute
for

a

real dog, or even plays the role of a kid, at a household of an old couple. ( 141)
The new year article of the Asahi Newspaper tells us a story about the background of

Honda's humanoid project. In the early 90s, a VIP from the company visited Vatican to ask, if the
development of a humanoid robot disturbs the Catholic point of view. They were obviously aware of
the problem that production of humanoid robots might encounter in future. (142)

< body and soul >
From Christian notion of body and soul, and. the Creation of human beings and other
animals, both artificial life and artificial body meet theological difficulties in the West. The
arguments on humanity of replicants is an example.(143) The question was if it were possible for
an artificial body to bear a soul. Robocop was considered humane because his brain was
transplanted from a human being. With the arrival of all sorts of artificial life, character, and
robots brought by the development of digital technology, the situation will be more complicated.
Distinctions between human beings, cyborgs, robots, non-human life, etc. will be difficult to
define when digital virtual life and robots are involved. (144) Science and technology no longer
care theology, but in the cultural framework through which people see the world, there still
remains traditional notion of life and body.
Compared to that, Japanese culture, which had developed without the needs of critical
thought about body and soul, has much more flexibility in accepting robots and virtual characters
as friends or family members.
This also explains why certain kind of mechanical android/robot stories are so popular in
Japanese animation films. The mobile suit of GUNDAM and the organic machine EVE in
"Evangelion" are typical examples. (Also,

it is strongly connected to the gender issue in Japan.

"Evangelion" gives an interesting example.) The idea of human body integrated into a robot vehicle
does not sound extremely strange for Japanese kids.
Meanwhile, Tamagotchi had raised a social problem by almost too explicitly bringing in the
idea of 11 Soul" to the simplistic virtual creatures that died so easily.

(145) Some kids took the

death of the virtual pets seriously while others "reset" virtual pets frequently. There was an
argument that by getting used to resetting the virtual life, kids might become used to the idea of
resetting life. Learning from the case, later products have been designed more carefully to avoid
such problems.In PostPet, for example, there is no clear explanation if those pets who disappeared
from the user's desktop and went to the PostPet Park are dead or just retired. In Dokodemo Issyo,
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the virtual character leaves the room after some period, to start a new life somewhere else.
Since the Japanese would not need to have clear answers if the virtual pets are dead or
alive after they had disappeared from the screen, or if they have souls or not, the solution to the
problem seems "to make the situation unclear, not explain fully, and let the users decide".

6.8 Summary - Blurred Boundary of Life

We have seen the nature of Japanese vision/representation system in the earlier part of
this chapter. Absence of perspective point of view "polytheistic" view by art historians
world.

My argument

what was called "pantheistic" or

- characterized Japanese traditional way of seeing the

is that such feature cannot be an independent phenomenon from other

features in Japanese culture, since the way people see and represent the world is a major part of a
culture's basis. I called it NON-perspective, after Panofsky's argument on the meanings of
perspective in Europe, stating that NON-perspective symbolizes Japanese traditional way of seeing
the world.
The sense of relativity and absence of hierarchical aspect associate with such framework.
The world is understood and represented in non-Cartesian manner.

By supposing that NON-

perspective represents the idea beneath Japanese cultural tradition, facts and examples I have
raised until now can be explained well, with coherency.
NON-perspective framework does not require defining crucial distinctions between things
or matters.

It applies to the way we see life. The absence of clear border applies to variety of

issues, such as between body and mind, human life and animal's life, or rather, the absence of a
need to make distinctions is the key issue.

By not being required to pursue the border,

the

Japanese can play between the real and virtual, enjoying the subtle combination of reality and
virtuality. Japanese culture seems to have a play

-- as a play of a machine --

to allow a flexible

attitude in experimenting digital forms of life.

7. Japanese paradigm in digital media culture
What will be the ukilleru digital application, making use of all the features of Japanese
way of seeing the world? What are the merits of the Japanese cultural framework in digital
culture, and what are the demerits?

The largest part of Japanese digital media culture that reflects Japanese traditional way of
seeing the world is games -- both in terms of concept and visual representation.
When simple 2D images were the only possibilities in computer games, users still found
convincing sense of reality from those images. Within the culture that people

had been mediated

by images such as ukiyo-e and then by comics and animations, the imagery of games was easy to
accept. Apparently that was a reason why computer games developed so quickly as an industry.
In terms of concept as well, Japanese games -- role playing games, in particular -140

have

inherited sophisticated storytelling from comics and animation. Because they are not just meant
for kids, storytelling in comics and animation titles are often serious or highly sophisticated, as
in case of Osamu Tezuka's works, or even surrealistic. It is almost a unique feature of Japanese
comics and animation titles (with exceptions from some other countries including France).
Leading role playing games such as Dragon Quest or Zelda or Final Fantasy have such "high end"
storytelling.

However,

the major games are now in 3D. In the beginning of the introduction of 3D

graphics, it was mainly required for realizing realistic fighting interaction. (146)

Now, the

graphics are amazingly good for characters as well - realistic modeling, rendering and animation,
probably

better than any games from other countries. But why? As I have analyzed, principles of

3D computer graphics work quite differently from Japanese traditional visual system. It has been
the major reason why the Japanese often react to virtual 3D characters as they are "cold" and even
"scary 11 • How could Japanese game industry make such a successful move into 3D graphics, which
is quite different from the traditional aesthetics, and even from the majority of Japanese games
only several years ago?

As we could see from the history of media art I analyzed in Chapter I, innovation in art
takes place when there is a conflict between the new technology (and the way it changes the
society) and the traditional way of seeing the world.
It would sound paradoxical, but because 3D computer graphics is based on a completely
different vision/representation system

from what the Japanese used to be familiar with, and

because 3D had to be introduced to make the best use of digital technology in entertainment,
designers and engineers had to develop a new visual paradigm to match these two different way of
seeing the world. Beneath the development there is the interest, or curiosity to technology which
is also seen in Japanese history, which we have seen as the history of learning new technology and
immediately applying it for entertainment.
In the West, where Cartesian vision/representation system had been dominant before the
arrival of computer graphics, there was no serious need to seek for a new visual language to use
3DCG for games. The development of "virtual beauties" is another example. Although many of those
virtual beal]ties still look like under development, it is a part of what is happening in the cultural
transition. As we have already seen with some of the recent high-end games and digital animation
titles,

a new visual language to realize imagery between the two different systems seems to be

emerging.
Such conflict regarding the nature of reality was another source of creating a new visual
representation. As we have seen in the way partial perspective and shading were used, the
Japanese have developed a dynamism to create a new sense of reality/imagination at the boundary
of the real and unreal, and of the old and new, at the absense of constraints that demand a "right
answer" or a hierarchical order.

Household robots or pet robots are certainly another genre that Japanese way of seeing
animals and artificial life is helpful in promoting new ideas. By combining different kinds of
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technology both practical and entertaining, a variety of application can be conceived.
What will happen, when Japanese way of seeing the life is combined with the new form of
realism in virtual characters? As we have seen with products such as PostPet, such application can
be quite successful in Japan, as it can fully use both the cultural framework and the possibilities
brought by digital technology.

More intelligent and autonomous features can be accommodated

with such virtual characters in near future. It can be one of the most powerful application of
digital technologies,

using traditional framework and the dynamism to combine the old and new to

create a new way or representation, to enhance users' sense of reality.
However, there can be problems as well. In the Western cultural framework where there is
still a .strong unconscious feeling that human beings and other lifeforms are different, and that the
body and mind are separated, confusion between real life and virtual life -- either with a physical
body or not -- is still hard to take place. As I discussed in Chapter III, questions have been raised
on the way our vision of the world or the notion of body and space. There is an understanding that
such fundamental questions should be asked and answered.

In traditional Japanese culture such

questions were not really asked seriously. Today, with the cultural framework under a rapid
change, such questions and answers should be raised and seriously sought of, so that our paradigm
of the world can smoothly develop along with the digital media technologies.

8. Conclusion
In this chapter I analyzed the nature of Japanese cultural paradigm and how it is reflected
in current media culture. It was observed that the way Japanese artists deal with the idea of
identity, originality and subjectivity in their artworks are strongly related to the cultural
background. Also, the absence of clear border between art and entertainment, or art and
application in traditional Japanese art,

has a positive effect in producing innovative products,

both being playful and artistic.
A detailed analysis on Japanese vision/perception system, mainly focusing on ukiyo-e and
older paintings,

has revealed the non-Cartesian, subjectivity-oriented

nature of Japanese visual

language.Together with evidences from different genres of the culture, we can regard that such
feature applies to the basic framework of Japanese culture. The analysis on Japanese way of seeing
life brings the observation which is coherent to what we have seen about the visual language. The
subjectivity and the sense of relativity embedded in Japanese culture have prepared the flexible
ideas on enjoying artificial lifeforms as they are. The Japanese love of robots and the recent
development of digital pets, including pet robots, can be understood from the above mentioned
point of view.
By combining new technology and finding useful paradigm from the traditional culture,
Japanese digital media culture seems to be heading a new stage of creating a new visual language.
However, there will be problems that arise from such process, especially about the notion of
reality with virtual characters and digital pets. As the degree of artificial reality in cyberspace
and with virtual lifeforms increase, serious look on our changing paradigm should be carried to
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have a better relationship between technology and culture.
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24. As in case of Iwai using Nintendo interface for TV production and his recent collaborative works using
mobile phone, or Hachiya using simple video camera system in InterDiscommunication Machine.

Another

interesting case is Meiwa Electric Company (Meiwa Denki). Similar feature can be found with contemporary
artists such as Kenji Yanobe or Yasumasa Morimura, who used "print club" system for an interactive use.
Mariko Mori also has such approach in realizing her photography based pieces. sFor the artist Yasumasa
Morimura, digital technology brought him a breakthrough in fully realizing his cencept, which he
doing using analog photo composition technique. Over recent years Morimura has been mixing

had been
various media

technology to visualize his concept, always using his body -- with a very interesting exception he

made using a

"puri-kura"(print club) system at his solo exhibition in Tokyo.
25. Being playful and entertaining can be a feature in fine art, but Japanese artists go beyond the line. The
results are typically seen with Meiwa Denki, or Hachiya's PostPet, as well as Iwai's works on TV production, or
his

recent collaborative product "Bikkuri Mouse", a collaborative painting software on Play Station 2.

26. Besides the above mentioned artists, the highly conceptual media artist Hideki Nakazawa published "Digital
Nendo" in 1996, which was a lego-like modeling software based on his notion of space and object can be listed.
Quite a few artists also published their works as "games" on the market. However, they are artistic works with
which serving for practical or useful purposes is not the aim.
27. Artists such as Iwai, Hachiya, and projects/products such as RENGA, Digital Nendo, etc.
28. As described in the earlier part on the notion of identity, originality in Japan. Such as RENGA ,

Mega Diary,

InterCommunication Machine.
29. Collaborative art-related process is

found all over Japan, in educational venues especially.
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In RENGA, Mega

Diary, InteDiscommunication Machine, KAGE, Unconscious Flow (Naoko Tosa) and others, the theme is in
creating communication through electronic medium.
30. As in PostPet, virtual characters are respected to act at their own wills, and that is the major part of the fun.
In case of Seaman, the weirdness in the virtual character itself is the core part of the game. The idea is quite
different from creating faithful and useful agents, for example.
31. As I described regarding 11 disembodimentu. body is not treated as flesh, or 11meat 11 , as is often put, in
contemporary Western art. and media culture. While artists such as Stelarc or Orlan, or Eduardo Kac (with one
of his recent works) use- their bodies as physical objects, Japanese artists such as Dump Type or Seiko Mikami in
the installation World, Membrane and the Dismembered Body treat body as a whole entity in its integration
with mind.
32. Characters in
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gameu titles for enjoying sound and rythm such as ''Parappa Rapper" and "Vivribon" (art

direction by Kiri Matsuura) are successful examples of simple characters being used effectively in 3D space.
PostPet characters offer interesting examples of ucute 11 characters. About
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Virtual beauties" see the beginning

part of this section.
33. The realizations of Chikamori's uKAGE", Fujihata's ''Global Interior Projectu, DumpType•s performances, for
example.
34.

It

is also interesting to observe that some of these features can be observed with the contemporary media

culture and artworks in Finland which is located at the border of the European culture.
35. See ''Historical Perspective of Art and Technology - Japanese Culture Revived in Digital Erau
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36.

About the origin of the big eyes in Japanese comics, there are several explanations. A widely supported

explanation is that American comics such as Betty Boop influenced Japanese comics and illustration. Japanese
artists including

the famous comics/animation master TEZUKA Osamu popularized such style.

Often 2D faces in Japanese comics are illustrated without having any relevant 3D model in the illustrator•s
mind. Painters, who are trained in the academic method with which a human body is illustrated according to
the bones and mustles, can easily detect such problems. Also important is the fact that both in old scrolls and
modern comics the major characters share almost identical faces. See J.Wakasugi
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37. There was an interesting episode recently. An organization of Japanese lawers published a pamphlet as a
guide book for protecting the human right. Probably to achieve more readers, the content took a form of comic.
The story starts as follows. A high school boy meets a woman on his way to school. The woman is a super-girl,
who was sent (from somewhere....

as in this kind of stories) to protect the human right on earth. The boy

happens to work with her.
Then a women•s association protested against the publication. They found the costumes of the characters
wer~,. almost against the idea of human right or equality. In the story the high school boy was dressed in a suit

with a necktie, while the super-girl was almost naked, wearing ribbon-like

pieces of cloths bunging in the air.

The lawer who was responsible for the publication happened to be a woman (a rare case in Japan). She
commented that she did not think

the costumes were problematic. But after a while they decided to withdraw

the pamphlets. This story shows how people got

used to such stereotype images in Japan, including lawers and

women themselves.
38. When the first(as far as I know) online competition of digital images over multiple networks

(NiftyServe,

MasterNet, PC Van, NTT PC Network, and Sapience Net) was organized in early 1990s, we the jury members
were surprised to see so many

11

0taku" images produced by the Net users.

39. There are many reasons for it, both
reasons.

in terms of technique and the purpose. Here are some technical

Creating a realistic human character animation still requires a professional skill. Low cost softwares

not necessarily offer software to support creating realitic animation. If one wants to have a realistic looking
character, the rendering time for animation is still very long, thus it requires a long computational time to
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create a whole animation.
40. In the game "Princess Maker" the user is asked to be a "father" to adopt a virtual little girl.

However, the

presumption of the game publisher and typical reaction of users are cleary not in educating or becoming a good
father, judging from the images of sexy virtual girls uploaded on the Net.

The reflection of Japanese old stories

such as the Tale of Genji is behind the game.
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Edward T.Hall examines such hidden filters of perception (not necessarily visual) in his following books.

The Hidden Dimension,
Language,

Edward Twitchell Hall, Doubleday & Company, Incorporated,
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quality paper, full of such images, are published and

The Silent

1977.

50. Such images are still meant for rather OTAKU users tooday, but it is also public
stores.

1969.
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books made of high

can be found from the design section of major books

Such cultural phenomenon is particulary Japanese for the moment, yet it is visualizing something that is

happening in our society in the global level. It is, for example,

related to the figures from the Japanese comic

culture that the artist Takashi Murakami has been showing in an exgazarated manner. See the note 1 from
Introduction.
Japanese game culture, on which I will come back later, is another example. All in all, Japanese popular culture,
which is now transforming itself into digital form, seems to have developed under the influence of the
traditional visual language. We will come back to the issue in the conclusion part.
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Perspective as Symbolic Form,
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1995

1924~1925,

Translated by Christopher S.Wood, Zone

Books,1991
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1995

p6, translated by kusahara

55. There are early Japanese perspective prints which seem to have their models in Chinese prints. ll6J*iEfill.
~*ft2:::Jfnfij~:n+.=:~~J :t41?rl:rll.~Witm

fD~

1984, ll6J*iE f(Jl):Qttl*ftif~J ~*-U.H992. Images from Chinese peep show

culture can be found in Balzer's book. Richard Balzer,

Peepshows A Visual History

1998

Abrams. Optic

equipments were included in the official Dutch shipping list to Japan. For example, camera obscura was brought
to Japan from Holland already in 1646.
56.

Suzuki Harunobu (1725-1770), who is considered as the founder of Nishiki-e (colorful print) produced a

print with two boys using a zograscope brought from Europe. ( fA::JiJ/1 • i§':i!I!YOJ:J!JIIJ 1$?mll:t-f~imll)
57.

In a book published in 1739, publication of uki-e is listed as one of the most important news, along with

other news headlines such as a foreign vessel approaching Japan, or a man killed by an elephant. .I¥Jt5¥0 ftc? OJ
mill~

r$*ftOJ1ri.1tJ

58. Henry Smith III,

:¥u~•.m 1994 pp1-4.
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1993 p 6
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61. 5' 1' -t / · 7.:7
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pp55-56
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1998, p214, translated by Kusahara

62. For the reasons why perspective box (peepshow) produces a realistic feeling, see
~•m

63.

;J\I!IT~.$J1: f:tfJ)tOJJt1~J

:¥1J

199o

Richard Balzer's books give a panorama of perspective prints in the West. Ibid.

64.Kokan, Okyo and some other artists such as Aodo Denzen practiced precise perspective drawing,
"misused" it,

others

either because they did not really understand the idea, or because they needed to have it to meet

their demand.
65. ~MffU

rs :Lfs:A2:::mill~J ~*•ff.J1999.

For example, Utagawa Toyokuni III (1786-1864), a popular and

extremely productive artist toward the end of Edo era,

often used

partial perspective.
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68. ~*~~ r~1iJ!!1i.J~~ J:rJ ~~*-1: 1994, !J\fA~tt r~*2:::5t.-: tr~5¥n~~OJ§lffi~~-bJ Mli~*-1: 1994, EEJJ:j:lfi-T
rrr;=rOJ@~::iJJ

~*•m

1992

69. The depth of the space is often exagerated mainly with two techniques applied.
(trees·,· men, or some surprising objects)
center.

by drawing something

close to the viewpoint, then leaving a wide, almost empty space at the

f.l;mi!Ffflr f~-t~:::.7.-bJ 71) ::L 'Y7 1997

10. ~:Lfs=m/?.tticN~ r~m*ft2:::lm1~*ft~:::S~t.Q~:m mill~OJr~=~~I!J
/?ifsticN~
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~*tf.tl

1993.9 p51 ,p56

71. Such way of using images for virtual traveling would be a universal phenomenon in the societies where
traveling for fun had become possible, but not yet so easily accessible for anyone. A parallel can be seen in the
West with the popularity of panorama in form of books,

and stereo cards that became exteremely popular

around 1900 and also brought to Japan.
72. "'-/ 1)~·7.~7.

W-&:*ft,::J!.QU?~JiJf

:E~-JiS

1993 pp.25-28

73. Needless to say, the famous Mt. Fuji illustrated by Hokusai (#MOJ'M±) is based on the same principle.
74.J.l;mi!Ffflr r~-t~:::.7.-bJ 7 1J::L'Y7 1997, ~Wifftt
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1999

76. ~Wifftt fi3:Lfs:A2:::mill~J ~<*if-1998
77.There are some examples like this in Western paintings. The famous trilogy painting by Bosch shows Adam
and Eve having an apple and the couple being expelled from Eden on the same panel.
78. According to a recent study done by Fumihiko Gomi, this roll seems to be painted by the painter himself as
a part of the petition he made regarding his status.
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79. ;a:~~~ t1 ~~~OJ~J~t!lt~~%1~ ~X~1995,J¥6j:!BlQ r+=tit*2.0J7::.;(-~s/J :r!Fa,I}:JiS 1999
80. It is different from Chinese way of appreciating scrolls. In China whole scroll will be spread.
81.-t.S:i!Ht1

rur-w:x~cfe~J

rre~J
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OJ+1Ltit*2.J li:h:5'oij') '!f/J-. 1J-~WJ~, 1995

82. Compared to the study on perspective, not much studies have been doen on shading and shadowing in
Japanese art. Okado Toshiyuki has done researches on the use and meanings of shadows in Japanese art.
Interestingly enough,

the absense of distinction between shading and shadowing is often seen among

researches done in Japan, still reflecting our tradition. Junichi Uchiyama also analyzes the appearance of
shadow in ukiyo-e prints. fM.l?~$
~J

li:h:5' oij')

J!fJ.i(W~-~WJ~,

+1Ltit*2.J li:h:$'oij') '!J-/J-.
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1995, pgr.lJ¥¥:- fi[J=iOJ!Ir~JL'J
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83. For the re-discovery of shadow, or change of the role of shadow at the arrival of magic lantern culture,

see

Mannoni. Laurent Mannoni, Le grand art de la lumiere et de l'ombre. Archelogie du cinema, Paris: Nathan, 1994.
Laurent Mannoni, Laurent Manoni

"Trois Siecles de Cinema"

Reunion des Musees Nationaux 1995

84. About the "playfulness" in Japanese way of accepting optical science and technology, see Uchiyama, Ibid. In
relation to this issue,

Tatsukawa analyzes about the playful nature in Japanese tradition in applying new

technology in his books on karakuri.
85. Representation of light was an important motif in religious paintings. Also, luminous images given through
stained glasses of churches were the major medium for the normal people to understand the Bible before
publication of the Bible in contemporary languages started. In the book "Computer Images" (1986), edited by
Carl Machover and published from Time/Life, as a volume from "Understanding Computer" series, the writer
states that "now finally we achieved a method to paint with light". This phrase surprised me, as noone had
spoke about computer graphics from such point of view in Japan. This sentence reflects the fact that "painting
by light" was considered as a dream in the Western art history.
86. The circle including Hiraga Gennai, Morishima Churyo and others was probably the most influencial,
bridging Western science and art to Japanese.

Hiraga Gennai

taught the technique to Odano Naotake from

Akita, who later did the illustration plates for the first Western book of anatomy translated and published in
Japan. See

J:t:jfpj-~

fmJ:Q:'I.tlt.::~JlOOJ

~~*-!:

fi[J=iOJ}i£!,~~Fa,J

1997, :$'1'.::C/ • .AtJIJ-7

87. There are two other possibile reasons why

w±*-1:

1998

shading was used to illustrate foreigners. One is to emphasize

the difference of faces, such as having a big noze. The second is that often they copied from prints from abroad,
typically

from illustrated newspapers such as London Illustrated or Paris Illustre, which offered prints with

shaded expressions. However,

by examining how clothes, animals and other objects related to foreigners were

illustrated with shadings while Japanese characters and objects had flat coloring, consciousness toward alien,
exotic way of representation becomes clear.
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One of such shaded monstrous figures can be found among the illustrations that Hokusai did for Eakin's

"Hyochu Sono-no-yuki".

The huge, detailed spider is likely to be inspired by microscopic images of insects.

Both Hokusai and Bakin had connection to the circle of intellectuals who had access to the new technolgy
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brought by Dutch people.
89.5'-1.::c/ • .A71J~7

ru:P®Jtt~~r"'~J

1ir±tt 1998 p2o6

90. For example, Aodo Denzen, who correctly used perspective drawing,
painting depicting Mt. Asama.
91. Ibid.

l*JI.li1~~ fU:P®f,ff~JL'J

~~f-1:

decided not to paint shadows on his

1996 ppl28-145

It is considered that shadow play from Asia was brought to Europe and became extremely popular

(Ombres Chinoise). Although researchers have been trying to find an evidence, no clear records on the origins
of silhouette, ombre Chinoise, and silhouette like images in Japan have been found.
92. Some artists such as Hiraga Gennai, Aodo Denzen, Satake Yoshiatsu (Shozan) painted fully

shaded images.

But the popularity of their images were much less compared to later artists such as Gountei Sadahide, Ichimosai
Yoshitora or Ochiai Yoshiiku, who used shading in limited manner to emphasize exoticism.
93. Since ukiyo-e was the most important and popular medium of the time, with serious competition among
painters and publishers, Ukiyo-e artists always seeked for novelties.

For example, when Perry arrived Japan in

1853, some courageous painters hired a small boat and approached the American vessels, with their
sketchbooks. See

tJ[tEEJn~ ftJ[t~t$i!!:~J ;f;J~1i!:
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1989,

1ir±tt 1998, 5'-1.::r=/ • .A7
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1997,

5'-1.::C/·.A7 1J~7

r*u:PmJt:f:-® ~ +l\i!!:*2B*®I§nf-t~e:~~Jt1~J f!:!£tt

1998
94. About the distinction between the way faces were illustrated in scrolls, see Wakasugi. Information can be
found in various books on Japanese art history about the era and schools in which realistic portraits were
produced.
95. I cannot go into more detail, but it was a system that worked well. There were subtle features within the
facial patterns that a ukiyo-e artist could use, to realize his/her own style, or to make distinctions among the
faces of celebrities.

In appreciating an image, such details on a face and hints in the images (clothes, belongins,

background, etc.) served to distinguish a model from each other, which was an important part of the
amusement -- which also means that people shared such information.

Recent studies in this field have revealed

highly sophisticated media culture. (see Screech and Yuko Tanaka, among other resouces) However,
pattemization of faces inevitablly met problems in case of small images to be printed as

illustration for novels.

It was technically too difficult to make distinction among the faces of different characters. Clothes and

belongings were used for distinction, and even more, often each character's name in an abbriviated form was
printed on his/her cloth, as if it were a part of the textile. There are more details in the way such text-based
codings of characters developed further within image representation.
96. The production system was very efficient. Judging from the remaining numbers of ukiyo-e prints, and also
from the record (as the publication was controled by the government), and

by the way ukiyo-e served as

something like weekly magazines of today, we can see how the production period for each image was short.
Also, the prints had to be in the affordable range for normal people.
97. Even switching between these representation can happen on the same character, according to the situation.
For example, the comic artist Rumiko Takahashi uses such technique. Such change of code is also part of the
visual culture.
98. Among

the reasons given to explain why eyes of characters became bigger in Japan, there are a few

interesting explanations.

One hypothesis is the influence from the American comic/animation Betty Boop which

was a big hit in Japan. Another possibility is the influence of Osamu Tezuka's characters. Another hypothesis is
that eyes became big because it was useful to produce strong impressions and convey emotions.
In general, according to the studies in this field, Japanese comics and animation developed as the mixture of
Japanese traditional visual entertainment and influence from abroad. Caricaturistic illustrations from Europe
such as Punch and Judy, which arrived soon after Japan opened the border played an important role in the
formation of comics, together with illustrators who came and stayed in Japan.

See

jlq)EEJ4E'J:1i: f~/:ti~J 1998 ~

1ffii:±Ht.&tl:, Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art, Harper Collins, New York 1994,
/:til OOO£J!JeJ Jt~*;@J<77 ':l 7 .A 1975,

Keiko Omoto &

f*®~v)
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Francis Macouin, Quand le Japon s'ouvrit au monde,
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Gallimard 1990.
Animation culture has developed under the major influence from Hollywood soon after the war because by that
time animation inustry in Europe had been seriously damaged because of the War. See

9l!IIQ,

'§'~~

f7 .:::.~ O)tJ!:W-J mil:f-1:1988, Donald Crafton,

~il~t.=x~\:, ~*{$-, ~

Before Mickey: The Animated Film. 1898-1928,

University of Chicago Press, 1993
99. Concerning the transition of visual language in Japan, ukiyo-e like imagery remained the main stream in the
society until the end of the 19th Century. For example,

"educatioinal nishiki-e" (ukiyo-e) was formally used in

education until the end of 19th Century. The Ministry of Education also supervised the edition of educational
magic lantern slides, painted in the traditional imagery. Images appeared in popular culture such as adversising
were also traditional in their style.
100. Michel Foucault's "panopticon" deals with the concept.
101. The two major theories to define the space by Kant and DesCartes were conceived from theological
arguments. Also,

Newton cared about the consistency between science and theology, and in fact,

theory was received

his color

by the contemporary intellectuals as a proof to the perfection of the God.

102. Otto Mayr, "Authority, Liberty, and Automatic Machinery in Braly Modern Europe", 1986, The Johns
Hopkins University Pres, Baltimore. The use of words Deus Ex Machina symbolizes the connection between
theology and machinery.
103. Even though telescopes and other optical instrumens were even

produced domestically

in Edo period,

they almost always ended up in being used as toys or objects of curiosity. The same with mechanical clock and
automata. Cetainly there was a political reason behind, but probably there is a deeper reason. in it. .ll.Jlii!N=
~~*~l:I:HI&fiU

G< V

1969, :$'-1-t:/ • .At7 J-7 f*UJ=i:'gt~~M 1

+l\i!t*2B*O.Yffl~f-l.~c~~)C1tJ

il~

fFa'il:f-1:

1998
104. Flexible use of space in comics coincides with the traditional picture rolls where events in different timespace can be painted on a same scene. The flat expression of characters looks familiar to Japanese eyes rather
than a

realistic portrait. This will explain why 2D animation became so popular in Japan. Regarding themes,

animation titles such as Princess Mononoke, Totoro, and others clearly depict such tradition. About the use of
space by Tezuka,

I learned a lot from the conversation with Frederick Schodt.

105. :5'-1-t:/ • .At7 J-7 r*n:?mJt~M 1

106. Osamu Tezuka

+I\i!t*2B*O)fl§~f-+~e:~~3'C1tJ fF~:f-1:

1998

experimented dynamic use of frames. See Schodt..An interesting example of the use of

space and frames is recently done in "Operation Teddy Bear" by Eduard Roussin, a multimedia production (CDROM) of digital comic from France.
107.

See 80. In the West, exageration had become very popular as caricatures, or satire, by the end of 19C.

Exagerated

expression is still mainly applied along the same line, for parodies and comical stories.

Patternized faces can be observed in practically every culture, since ancien Egypt. So it should be regarded as a
basic manner our vision/perception system can easily take. They are universally common in today's popular
culture, such as in comics or in advertisement. However, as we saw from images (Fig. 43-46), even generic faces
in popular culture were traditionally drawn with shadings in the West. In fine art, strong focus on realistic
representation of the world, including human beings, had become the major trend. In Japan, in contrary,
realistic drawings did not become a major trend although there were some attempts in the history.
108.Wiener,
J-J~-

Norbert

J-. • Q..{-j--

The Human Use of Human Beings - Cybernetics and Society- Houghton Mifflin &Co, 1950
~§~~~ fAr"',;ti~~J ~T--911:00

1979

109. Included in Featherstone, Mike & Burrows, Roger, editors,

Cyber Space, Cyber Bodies, Cyber Punk -

Cultures of Technological Embodiment, SAGE Publications, London, Thousand Oaks, New Dehli, 1995
110. Hayles, N.Katherine, How We Became Posthuman, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago & London, 1992
111. Some artists have attempted to give excentric characters to computer programs and achieved certain
success in simulating "intellectual" activities of human beings. Ken Feingold's "Head" (realized in 2000) is a
Eliza-based program with added function for association of words, and a manner of replying. As a result. the
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character (Head) performs conversations with visitors in schizophrenic manner, close to a crazy human being.
David Rokeby's "Giver of Names" is based on a program that produces and speaks poetic description on colors
of the objects visitor had raised on a table. The text is produced using associations among words and sounds
like being written by a poet inside the machine. Both pieces were shown at Alien Intelligence Exhibition in
Kiasma, Helsinki.
See Huhtamo, Erkki,ed. Alien Intelligence, Exhibition Catalog, Kiasma, Helsinki, 2000
112. see 1itJJ.lt~~-T
~t.Bt~Ji5

ry~r.e:~~:m(7)t;::6lJ0)'7Jv7~7-1'75f!JfflJ ~mt~~

'7Jv7~7-1'7'~~~

10

EJe(7)~:m

2000

113. The main character of Dokodemo was also used in advertisement.
114. About the history of robots in Japan see Frederik L. Schodt, Inside the Robot Kingdom
115.
116.

Kodansha 1988

Schodt, Ibid., Hayles, Ibid.
Key, Wilson Bryan, Media Sexploitation, 1976, i'J -1 Jv'J / • 7717/ • :f-1, M£1~'81~ r ~ 7-17 • --e 'Y :7 AJ

1) 7o~~

J-. 1989 , Key, Wilson Bryan, Subliminal Seduction, 1973, i'J -1 Jv'J /
H:~~O)~~J 1) 7o~~ J-. 1992

• 7717/ • :f-1, 'i~~~B~ r~

117. Hayles, Ibid. p162
118. An approach to promote subjective reality was consciously taken by the development team of AIBO.
Nobutada Doi of Sony says their goal is to develope robots that would sometimes resist to the user's order.It is
the similar approach that has been taken with virtual pets such as PostPet and Seaman. I will come back to these
cases later in relation to Japanese notion of life. From an interview on Asahi Shinbun, Jan.2001
119. Karl Sims, Evolved Creatures, SIGGRAPH95 Proceedings
120. See Chapter I.
121. See Chapter II.
122. For example, in Aquazone, the first successful fishtank simulatin in Japan, naming each fish is the first step
of the game.
123.

For example, a character that reminds the user of someone he/she knows would trigger a sense of

familiarity. It is said that Sega's Seaman brought such feeling to many users.
124. There are often cases that we say to ourselves "I have never seen this character, but it looks familiar to
me."
realistic characters and motions in 1940s.
125. See Harraway, Hales, Grznic, Stone..Chizuko Ueno is one of the exceptional feminist researchers in Japan.
Toshiya Ueno discusses about the body of women characters in popular animation and comic culture in
~~;z.~~J£WOOM~Ji5

1998

126.A:7 1) ~7,
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128. Various sources, including 7-1' 1) '.:17 ·~/A

ri[p;(r~G*::ij'(~J

They were surprised to see the Japanese

showing their bodies openly without bad consciousness, and still behaved "elegantly".

As was mentioned in

earlier chapters, the process of separation of body and mind grew the notion that the body should not be too
respected or proudly shown.
129. In games, users shoot exterrestrial quasi-human enemies without hesitation. It is natural, in the game
world, as well as killing human enemies. But as we have more and more friendly entertainment robots and all
kinds of agents around us, it will become a serious question. Then it will also becomes the issue of body and
"soul" as well. We can put it like this: If a humanoid robot who lived together with the family for a long time
"dies" (i.e. no hope to be repaired), what would the family do with the body of the robot? Keep it, or burry it, or
throw it away, or sell it to a junk yard?(95) Such a case might happen. It can be a test to see how much
subjectivity has been attached to the robot, and what would be applied as a metaphor for its body - a machine,
or a pet, or an entity similar to human being.
130. Dokodemo Issyo consciously developed four different forms of reality for each character. Dot images on
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the pocket game machine, rendered 3D images in the computer graphics generated environment, 3D characters
composited with photography, are supplied in the game. Sony Computer Entertainment also promoted a full
line-up of staffed toys.
131.

The free manipulation of the virtual human body for amusement without any bad consciousness, as the

illustrator Seisaku Kano has been even offering, is an idea which is difficult to accept for many people in the
West. Since it seems to share the same elements with the appreciation of ufiguresu in OTAKU culture, according
to my young friends, the nature of the difference between dealing with plastic and with digital data needs to be
researched as well. Another issue beneath the phenomenon is gender, which is by itself closely related to the
notion of body.
132.

Asahi Shinbun, January 3, 2001.

133. In fact, those who are skeptical about such a vision given by the newspaper editor might change their
minds soon. As they visited major department stores in Tokyo on the 2nd day of the new year, to enjoy the
traditional new year's special sales, they were welcomed either by storekeeper girls bowing elegantly in kimonos
and holding Sony's AIBOs in their arms, or by a humanoid robot TMSUK IV with an elegantly shaped metal skirt.
Special exhibitions of the new AIBO, the cat-like model, attract not only children but also elderly people who
spend hours observing and playing with the pet robots before they decide buying one. Literally, Japan has
stepped into the new century with robots.
134. Many visitors waited for hours to enter; others had to give up, as tickets were sold out.
135. In the spring of 2000, an exhibition called "Robot-ism" took place in Sogetsu Hall in Tokyo, in the gorgeous
altar-like space designed by the famous artist Isamu Noguchi. It was the very first media art exhibition
sponsored by the Ministry of Culture and part of the Media Art Festival the ministry started three years ago.
Sogetsu Hall, known as the center of the internationally famous flower arrangement school, was filled with all
kind of robots and figures from comics or ·animation characters, created by artists, illustrators, designers and
the industry. AIBO, P3 and TMSUK were walking on the show floor, while an "anime-like" figure the
contemporary artist Takashi Murakami made (a lovely waitress, who turns into a jet fighter in case of
emergency) stretched her arms like a goddess. This year, the Ministry of Culture's media art exhibition will be
titled "Charamix ", inviting virtual characters created by artists and others. Either being physical or digital,
robots and virtual characters are now important elements in the scene of Japanese art and culture.
136. Robot-ism exhibition catalog, CG-ARTS, 2000
137. However,

Frederic Schodt points out that by the end of the 1980s people had stopped naming robots or

giving special ceremonies, because industrial robots had become commonplace and "too many to name".
Schodt, Frederik L.

Inside the Robot Kingdom

Kodansha 1988

138. Ibid.
139. I still remember an old woman from my neighborhood who told me that she believed that her favorite cat
would re-born as a human being. Recently there was a letter from a reader in the Asahi newspaper, a highly
regarded serious journal, asking for an advice. She explained that she is a Christian, and has a friend who is also
a Christian. Her friend had recently lost her dog, and she believes the dog's soul must be sent to the heaven.
The poor lady is confused, because she agrees with her friend, although she realizes nothing like that is written
in the Bible.
An interesting research on the facts and the background of the Shogun who treated dogs almost equally to
human beings can be read from the following book. aEB:I: r~*W4'mmJ

1E•m. 1999

140. Asahi Shinbun, Jan.lO, 2001
14l.There are also other issues which might be difficult to guess for people from other countries. Most people
live in big cities like Tokyo, where keeping real animals is usually forbidden at collective housing
establishments.
142. According to Asahi, the answer of Vatican was that if it is carried
does not matter.
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as a part of technical development it

143. See Chapter III, on Telebody.
144. In case of Tamagotchi, there was a case that the "dead" Tamagotchi's were burried at a corner next to a
Church, in a town in England. The ceremony was mediated by adults who had thought the children should not
reset the game.
145. In Japanese domestic version, when Tamagotchi died it turned into a ghost that wandered around its
tombstone reproachfully, which was too much for many users. Since such representation of a miserable death in
the shape of a Japanese style ghost wandering around a Western style

cross~shaped

tombstone was impossible

to make sense in the Western culture, it was modified for the export version. In export version a dead
Tamagotchi would just dissapear from the screen.
In Japan,

Bandai opened "Tamagotchi's graveyard"

dead virtual pets. "Angel's Tamagotchi" was
business.

on the internet for the consolation of the owners of the

developed to save the sorrowful kids, but also to make more

"Networking Tamagotchi" was another solution for the "death" of virtual pets.

In Angel's Tamagotch, what one gets on the screen is "the egg of angel" . The egg is what a dead tamagotch
turned out to be. If a user takes good care of the creature that hatch from the egg, the creature would not be
tempted by a devil and thus successfuly becomes an angel. A user who lost his/her tamagotch with the old
version could have a hope that he/she would be able to save the dead pet finally.

Since the story would be

impossible to be understood in the West, the product was not exported.
146.

In Square's Final Fantasy series, there was a time for transition when the environment was modeled and

rendered in a realistic manner but characters looked simple, with

2D~like

facial expressions. It was the time

when designers and producers were not sure for the appropriate transition of characters from 2D to 3D.
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Conclusion

In this dissertation, I analyzed the various forms

of relationship between technology, art,

and media culture. The aim was to understand the process how such interaction has developed and
come to function, and to find the structure beneath such relationship in the society, to serve for
further development and application of digital technology in producing cultural contents.

To realize the above goal, I examined the way art and entertainment have developed along
the change in technology and the change brought by technology in our society in Chapter I. What
has been observed is the network of influence among technology, science, art, entertainment and
other cultural elements, influencing each other while changing culture, and yet modified or
appropriated by cultural constraints. However, as we saw in Chapter II, what has become possible
with digital technology can be traced back to its conceptual origin in the history, showing that
certain fundamental desires of human beings have been appropriated

with contemporary science,

technology and art throughout the history.
Especially with the way we see the world, technology has been changing the essential
elements such as the notion of space or body. Such change has brought innovation in art making,
while artists also serve the culture by proposing the new way of seeing the world with the new
technology. Chapter III is mainly devoted for the above analysis, focusing on telecommunication
technology, art, and our way of seeing the world.
On the other hand, traditional cultural framework remains valid in

guiding the way we use

technology, even sometimes implicitly influencing the direction of technical and commercial
achievement. By the analysis on Japanese visual language and to compare it with contemporary
cultural phenomena, we could see how cultural paradigm works on our daily life basis. Digital
technology can find innovative application by effectively using such traditional elements, while it
is also needed to be aware of such hidden dimension of the culture to avoid social or psychological
problems.
The research has revealed that Japanese traditional visual language is featured with
importance of subjective and relative way of seeing the world, in an non-Cartesian, NONperspective manner, including the way of seeing life. Such feature can be observed in our digital
contemporary culture. Also, the conflict between the traditional visual language and that of digital
3D system has been producing a body of innovative approaches, which will possibly grow into a
new visual language for the digital era.

There are more than several issues which are related to this research that I was not able to
develop enough.
One of them is

the notion of body in cyberspace (telebody) and with digital

pets/characters/robots, seen with the Japanese paradigm. While there has been a body of research
154
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on that issue in US, particularly from the feminist point of view, not much research has been done
in Japan. From what I have analyzed in this dissertation, it is apparent that there is a difference
in the notion of body in Japan and in the West. Especially with the arrivals of household robots
and the diversity in telecommunication platform such as mobile phones,

notion of body will go

through a drastic change. It is urgent and important to study what can be learned from the existing
studies and what should be researched further. (1)
Another is the boundaries between digital art and entertainment from more theoretical
approach. The notion of art, design and entertainment has been changing, while the social
framework such as museums and publications are still having difficulties in finding an
appropriate solution. (2) Involvement of technology in art is a major reason for the change. What I
argued in Chapter I should be continuously updated.
What will be needed is more inter-cultural study on how technology has been changing the
way we see the world, and what is needed to maintain the bio-diversity of culture in the digital era
while enhancing the creativity of human beings on the global basis.

notes
1. I have started the research in 1997 with Marina Grznic and the Buto dancer Testuro Fukuhara,

but the research has not been developed enough.
2. Museums such as Pompidou Center, Walker Art Center, Mito Art Tower and other places are
strongly focusing in the new definition of art.
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